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In his lectures for the distinguished Martin Series at Oberlin College,
Benjamin Meritt commented on the proliferation of stone inscriptions in
Attica from the 5th century B.C.onward.1This development, he suggested,
was to be linked with the origins and elaboration of democratic practices
in the Athenian state at this time:
The principal reason for the abundance of such documents was the
democratic form of government of the Athenian people. The
business of government was everyone'sbusiness, and the publication
of many details of all sorts of transactions shows a general desire to
let everybody know the acts of government.2

1. I would like to take this opportunity to thank my friends,especiallyA.
Mayor andJ. Ober, for discussingthis
paperwith me. John Mansfield of the
Cornell Greek EpigraphyProjectgave
me useful advice,answeredmy many
questions,and helped me substantially
by extractingand graphingdates of
inscriptionsincluded on the PHI-6
disk.The anonymousrefereesfor
Hesperiaalso gave me many helpful
criticismsand suggestions.
2. Meritt 1940, pp. 89-93; the quote
is on p. 89.
3. For the continuingvitality of
this idea, see, e.g., Finley 1977; Musti
1986; Detienne 1988a; Hansen 1991,
pp. 311-312; Thomas 1992, pp. 132,
144-150. For furtherbibliographysee
now Whitley 1997, pp. 635-640.
4. Meritt 1940, pp. 89 and 90.

Meritt's basic position, that during the Classical period the Athenian state
produced an unparallelednumber of inscriptions, and that this production
reflects a democratic ethic, continues to be very influential (even if in recent publications the argument is not always cited).3Meritt supported this
position in several ways. First, he claimed that "the habit of writing" in
ancient Greece was a special quality of"democratic centers,"4and maintained that in Athens there was a correlationbetween fluctuationsin democratic sentiment and the number of preservedinscriptions. Second, he suggested that Athenian inscriptionsoften included an unambiguousstatement
of their democratic function-certain phrases that are appended to inscriptions and that explain the motive for their erection. In this article I
refer to these as "formulaeof disclosure."
Meritt devoted only four pages to the issue of democracy and writing,
in the context of his general discussion of "lettering."The suggestions and
arguments he put forward have never been thoroughly reviewed. Here I
look at the documentation for Meritt's two arguments:I first examine the
evidence for the number of preserved Attic inscriptions and for the relationship between the number of inscriptions and the political system of
Athens. I then evaluate certain statements in the inscriptions that seem to
suggest a connection between the practice of inscribing texts in stone and
the ideology of the democracy.As will be seen, Meritt's basic narrativeof
the development of"the habit of inscribing things on stone" in the Athe-
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nian democracy remains largely unexceptionable. His argument, however,
that ancient Greek democracies produced more writing than other states
and that an "abundanceof documents" uniformly indicates a democratic
ethic, their absence the contrary,is far from impervious to criticism. Fluctuations in the number of preservedinscriptions may mirrordifferences of
ideology. As will become apparent,however, the decipherment of the nature of that ideology must ultimately rest on some criterion other than the
merely quantitative.Much more persuasiveis his appeal to the formulae of
disclosure. Even this evidence, however, is not without problems.
The ideological characterof epigraphicalwriting in Athens is a complicated issue. If the Athenians erected more inscriptions than other contemporary Greek states, what does this mean? Is the imbalance in the
provenience of surviving Classical inscriptions entirely accidental, or does
it reflect a peculiarly Athenian obsession with the written word? Athens
was also a large and prosperouscity: urbanism, trade,wealth, demographic
changes, bureaucraticexigencies, and the extent of literacy are all relevant
to the problem. In the 5th century B.C.Athens was the seat of an empire,
and imperial pretensions surely played a part in the production of inscriptions. The cultural and intellectual ascendance of Athens in the Greek
world from the Classical period on should not be neglected in considering
the problem. In the Hellenistic and Roman periods production of inscriptions was influenced by the survivalof a civic tradition, an idea of the glory
of the Athenian past. Athenian production of monumental texts was "overdetermined";it had many causes.Still, the ideology of the democracydoubtless played an important part in motivating the Athenians to inscribe their
texts, and the connotations of Athenian state inscriptionswere surelydemocratic. Athens was (at the least nominally) a democracy.Therefore, to the
extent that official writing in Athens was associated with the state, ipso
facto it had democratic connotations.
Even if one allows that Athenian public writing must have had democratic connotations, the practical, political consequences will have been
various.Writing, in both its narrowerpolitical manifestations and broader
social uses, can have various ideological implications: it can be and has
been imagined as a weapon of authority and exploitation, or as an instrument of equalization. Since the 1940s it has been common to understand
Athenian inscriptions as manifestations of a modern democratic ideology,
that is, as vehicles of information. In the 1980s and 1990s, however, there
has been a shift in opinion: increasingly scholars have emphasized the latent ways in which writing undermines the manifest principlesof the Athenian democracy.Specifically,it is pointed out that writing is an exclusionary medium of communication.5 It requires little imagination to see how
writing might be used both as a vehicle for communication and as a means
of exclusion. Writing has no intrinsic qualities that make it oppressive or
liberating in all situations. The political meaning of writing lies in what
people and societies and political regimes make of it, that is, in its historical situation.
The Athenian production of inscriptions was not restricted to official
state texts. The most common type of inscription in ancient Athens, as in
practicallyall societies, was the epitaph. Inscriptions also documented the

5. Cf, e.g., Steiner 1994. Harris

1989takesthe sameposition.The
classicstatementis C. Levi-Strauss's
famous essay,"AWriting Lesson,"
publishedin Levi-Strauss1961,
pp. 294-304.
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6. Cf. Hedrick 1994, pp. 158-162.
7. See Larfeld1907, I, p. 825, note a.
8. For the variousmaterialsused for
writing in ClassicalGreek antiquity,see
Turner1954; Guarducci1967, I;
Immerwahr1990. For a treatmentof
the connotationsof stone versusother
materials,see, e.g., Klaffenbach1960,
with the more recent summaryof
Thomas 1992, pp. 132-144. On the
relationbetween archivaltexts and texts
inscribedon stone and criticismof
Thomas, see Sickinger1994 and 1999.
9. For discussionand a reviewof
bibliographyof the recent debate about
literacyand the extent to which public
writing was erectedto be readin
antiquity,see Thomas 1989 and the
more recent,popularbook by this
author,Thomas 1992. Also see Harris
1989, and esp. chapter4, "The Classical

Growthof LiteracyandIts Limits,"

pp. 65-115; Svenbro1993. Of the older
bibliography,see Finley 1977; Harvey
1966; Cole 1981; and Cartledge 1978.
10. MacMullen 1982. The phraseis
taken up by Meyer (1990).
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activities of private associations, recorded commercial transactions, and
marked property boundaries. The social use of monumental writing may
or may not be be prompted by democratic ideology. Moderns at least tend
to imagine that a democratic use of texts must necessarilypromote the use
of reading and writing at a broad social level (and consequently the United
States, for example, subsidizes public education).6 As far as we know, the
Athenian state did nothing to encourage an unofficial, nonpolitical production of inscriptionsamong its population.It is clear,however,that public
inscriptions did influence the appearanceand language of many unofficial
monumental texts.7
Following this train of thought, it might be objected that the focus of
this essay should be widened to include the social and political implications of writing generally; that is, that the problem of the political meaning of writing extends to all forms of writing in any medium. Admittedly
there is a practicaland thereforearbitraryreasonfor concentratingon stone
inscriptions from Classical Athens: such texts have survived in far greater
numbers than have other types of texts. The ancient Athenians wrote on a
variety of materials, including wood, papyrus,leather, cloth, ceramic, and
metal. These materialswere used for many different kinds of texts, including official political documents. Nevertheless, for a variety of reasons stone
has proved to be the most enduring of all fabrics. Certainly the bulk of the
surviving Athenian writing that actually dates to the Classical period is
preserved in stone,8 but it seems unlikely that the preserved inscriptions
are typical of the variety or quantity of writing that was produced in ancient Athens. A focus on them may be dangerouslymisleading. In another
way, however, inscriptions do provide a unique access to social attitudes
toward writing. Unlike most other ancient forms of writing, inscriptions
were permanent fixtures in the public space and so they were manifestly
consumed (which is not to say read)9by all of those who occupied this
space-rich and poor, slave and free, male and female, literate and illiterate. They consequently provide a different kind of evidence for an assessment of the general political significance of writing than do texts that
were kept apart from the public space, for instance, literary texts or bureaucraticaccounts or labels on pots.
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I borrow the phrase "epigraphicalhabit" from the title of an article by
Ramsay MacMullen;l1 I use it to mean simply the practice of erecting
inscriptions. Documentation of this habit poses straightforwardproblems
that admit of straightforwardfactual answers: How many Athenian inscriptions have survived? Does the number of inscriptions show significant variation over time? How does the number of Athenian inscriptions
compare with that of other, contemporary Greek city-states?
The Athenians made use of writing to an extent unparalleled elsewhere in the ancient Greek world. Most Greek texts known from the Classical period via the manuscript tradition stem from Athens, and the majority of the texts that have been physically preservedfrom the period have
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been discovered in the territoryof Athens. This extraordinaryquantity of
preserved texts has given the city of Athens a preeminent position in the
modern historiographyof Classical Greece. As the best known of the Classical city-states, it has repeatedly been used as the point of departure for
generalizationsabout the rest of Greece.Traditionallyhistorianshave imagined that the opposite is true as well: that Athens made greater use of
writing than other states because it was more important-and in taking
this position they are following an ancient tradition that goes back to such
prestigious authorities as Thucydides."1
Attempts to estimate the number of published Greek inscriptions can
neverbe betterthan provisional.In its generaloutlines,however,the quantity
of preserved Athenian inscriptions relative to those of other Greek citystates is not in doubt. There is something insistent and remarkableabout
the sheer number of inscriptions preservedfrom ancient Athens. The first
volume of the second edition of the corpus of Attic inscriptions in the
series InscriptionesGraecae(IG 12;published 1924) was devoted to inscriptions that were produced before the end of the 5th century B.C. It contained a little more than a thousand inscriptions. The second and third
volumes of the second edition, IG II-III2 (1913-1940), contained all later
inscriptions, and included about 13,500 texts. There have been substantial
gains in the past century.The third edition of the first volume (IG I3) has
now appeared(fasc. 1, 1981; fasc. 2,1994); it contains approximately1,500
inscriptions. At a minimum, then, there are about 15,000 Attic inscriptions. Such an estimate, however, would be far too conservative; it does
not account for the substantial additions to the number of inscriptions
from the 4th century and later. Excavations in the Athenian Agora alone
since the 1930s have yielded well over 7,000 inscriptions. A notion of
recent gains can be gleaned from the collection of Attic inscriptions provided in SEG XXI (1965), perhaps the single most usefulprinted supplement to the inscriptions collected in IG II-III2.
The most complete database of Attic inscriptions now availableis on
the CD-ROM produced under the auspices of the Packard Humanities
Institute and the Cornell Greek Epigraphy Project.The Attic inscriptions
collected on the PHI-6 disk as of 1991 comprised 24,596 inscriptions;
627,334 words (not including acrophonic numerals);216,705 lines.12By
comparison, the Iliad alone contains 115,477 words. In evaluating these
numbers, however, it is necessary to allow for the many duplications of
inscriptions that are found on the disk. For example, many IG texts and
revisions of the same in SEG are included as separateitems; some prytany
inscriptions from IG II2 and their reedited versions from Agora XV are
found. Some inscriptions occur in up to three separateversions: an ephebic text, for example, may be reproducedin the collections of IG, SEG, and
Pouilloux's collection of inscriptions from Rhamnous.
A reasonablebut not too conservativeestimate of the number of Attic
inscriptions currently known would probably be in the region of 20,000.
The distinctiveness of the size of this corpus emerges when it is compared
to the number of inscriptions brought to light by investigations elsewhere
in Greece. It is difficult to estimate the total number of published Greek
inscriptions.Tomy knowledge,no one has botheredsince the daysof August

11. Thucydides,in the funeral
oration (2.41), links Athenian greatness
with the practiceof writing. For the
complexityof the thought, see Hedrick
1995. For criticismof modern"Athenocentrism"see, e.g., Gehrke 1986; van
Andel and Runnels 1987; and
Cartledge 1993.
12. In preparingthis paperI used
the 1991 version of this disk, PHI-6,
updatingit with the SEG through
vol. 44, 1994. The updatedversion of
the database,PHI-7, was issued in
Januaryof 1997. The new disk includes
little new Attic material,and there
would be little change in the counts
that I providehere.
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Whitley1988fora well-documented,
quantitivelybased attempt to generalize
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to use the alphabetduringthe Archaic
period.Whitley (1997) has now done
the same for Crete.
14. The sums given for the quarters
of centuriesdo not add up to the totals
given for the same centuries;the two
sets of figureswere calculatedseparately,and fewer inscriptionsare dated
to quarter-centuriesthan are dated to
the half-centuryor the century.
15. For example,comparethe
numberof inscriptionsfrom the 5th
centuryand earlierincluded in the
PHI-6, 2,036, with the approximately
1,500 inscriptionsincluded in IG I3.
16. For these tablets,see Kroll 1977.
There is a short and convenient
descriptionof the archivein Bugh
1988, pp. 57-58.
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Boeckh to make a systematic count, city by city, of known Greek inscriptions. His collection, the CorpusInscriptionumGraecarum(CIG; published
1828-1877), contained not quite 10,000 inscriptions. As of 1991 PHI-6
included 82,572 inscriptions.Allowing for gaps in the collection, we might
guess that the total number of published Greek inscriptions is somewhere
in the vicinity of 100,000. If that estimate is even vaguely accurate,Attic
inscriptions would account for about 20% of the total-an extraordinarily
high percentage. Even if the total were twice as high, Attic inscriptions
would still account for a remarkable 10% of the whole. In any event it is
certain that no Greek city-state has yielded the same number of inscriptions as Attica. Of the collections for the largest and best-known sites, the
FouillesdeDelphesincludes only about 2,000 texts. The InscriptionsdeDelos
contains fewer than 3,000 inscriptions, and the majority of these we owe
to the Athenian colonists who populated the island after 166. Fewer than
4,000 inscriptions are known from Ephesos. In sum, more inscriptions are
known from Athens than from other regions of ancient Greece.13Whether
or not these numbers should be ascribed to something like a "democratic
ethic,"there does appearto be some peculiarconnection between the practice of erecting inscriptions and the city of Athens.
The number of Attic inscriptions preserved fluctuates over time. It is
impossible to provide an exact tabulation of inscriptions according to period. In many cases the date of a particular inscription is unknown, or
ascertainableonly in the most general way. And there are other difficulties. Dates, as reportedin IG and elsewhere, areformallyinconsistent: some
are listed according to year (e.g., 454/3 B.C.); others by century (e.g., IV/
III B.C.); still others by period (e.g., Romana aetate).Furthermore,there is
no reliableup-to-date corpus of the Attic inscriptions. Despite these problems, it is possible to arriveat a general estimate.
To obtain a sense of the total number of preservedAthenian inscriptions and how that number changes from period to period we can look at
the PHI-6 database.Totals by century are represented on Figure 1. The
two totals for quarter-centuriesand less than quarter-centuriesare represented in Figure 2.14 In considering Figures 1 and 2 it is important not to
be misled by the treacherous comfort of precise numbers. As noted, the
currentversion of PHI-6 contains many duplicates. Furthermore,certain
periods, especially the 5th century B.C.,have attracted disproportionate
attention from epigraphists:in these periods the number of reeditions (and
accordingly duplications in PHI) will be greater,and the total number of
inscriptions for that period will therefore appearto be greaterthan it really
is.15The chance discoveries of archaeology may also have produced some
anomalies in the count for given periods. For example, the count of inscriptions for the years 260-240 B.C. was very high, due to the chance find
of the cache of cavalrytablets from the Kerameikos, each of which has its
own date and entry in PHI-6.16 When the tablets from this cache were
counted as "1,"however, the total for that period was consistent with the
totals for the rest of the 3rd century.
Despite these distortions and exaggerations,Figures 1 and 2 provide a
general picture that confirms expectations. There is a substantial increase
in the number of Attic inscriptions in the 5th century B.C.: the PHI disk
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Figure 1. Attic inscriptions by
century (8th century B.c.-4th
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Figure 2. Attic inscriptions by
quarter-century and less (8th century

includes 2,036 inscriptions dated to this century.The figure is obviously
inflated (cf. the total included in IG 13); even if we decreasedthis figure by
a quarter,however, no other Greek region has yielded a comparable number of texts for this period. Attic inscriptions of the 4th century B.C. are by
far the most numerous. Some 6,549 inscriptions from the PHI collection
are dated to this period. If we reduce that total by a quarter or third to
allow for inflation, it still exceeds the totals yielded by most ancient Greek
states in their entire histories. Predictablythere is an upsurge in the number of inscriptions in the 2nd century A.C., an increase that probably reflects the philhellenism of the Roman emperor Hadrian.

B.c.-4th century A.c.). After Packard
Humanities Institute, disk 6
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17. See Meyer 1990, p. 92.
18. IG I2 1; II2 1077-1078.
19. The majorpublicationis Agora
XV, on which I base my figures.For the
political natureof the Boule in later
times, see also Geagan 1967.
20. For these texts, see Reinmuth
1971; Pelekidis 1962; and Follet 1976.
21. See Hansen 1987, pp. 108-113.
Hansen convenientlydistinguishesthe
decreesaccordingto subjectmatter.
22. See Sickinger1999, pp. 114138, 147-148.
23. Finley 1985, pp. 27-46. Finley
makeshis point specificallyin relation
to so-called Attic stelai (pp. 41-43). Cf.
furtherLewis 1966; Kallet-Marx1994.
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The distribution of particularkinds of Attic inscriptions may,but need
not, follow the same pattern as the corpus as a whole. A graph of the
distribution of Attic epitaphs looks much like the graph of the total number of inscriptions.17Substantial numbers of epitaphs are found first in the
5th century; the vast majority date to the 4th century. Some official, state
inscriptions are distributed according to the same pattern. The earliestpreserved decree dates to about 508 B.C., the latest to around A.D. 220
(Fig. 3).18Significant numbers are found first in the 5th century B.C.; the
majority are dated to the 4th century B.C.The number of known texts
declines in the Hellenistic and Roman periods. Other kinds of inscriptions have a differentpattern of distribution.Prytanyinscriptions arefound
over a period of seven centuries, from the 5th century B.C. to the 3rd century A.C.: the earliest known dates to 408/7; the latest to A.D. 231. Most
prytany inscriptions date to the period of the high Roman Empire (Fig.
4).19Ephebic lists are first found at the end of the 2nd century B.C.The
latest date to the 3rd century A.C. Most belong to the 2nd century A.C.
(Fig. 5).20
Caught up in the pleasureof compiling lists and examining charts,we
should not lose sight of our goal: to gauge the ancient Athenian production
of inscriptions. So far I have been speaking only of the numbers of preservedinscriptions. It remains to be seen whether there is some correlation
between the rate of preservation and the rate of production. Determining
these rates is impossible. Let us take an example about which we are relatively well informed. Mogens Hansen collected almost 800 decrees of the
Athenian Assembly for the period between 403 and 322 B.C.: 488 of these
have been preserved on stone; a further 68 are cited in these inscriptions;
another219 arequoted or otherwise mentioned in literarysources.2'Hansen
estimates that the Assembly met around 3,000 times during this period
and passed on the order of 30,000 decrees. In principle, from the end of
the 5th century, all of these would have been recorded in the Athenian
archive,the Metroon, probablyon papyrus(Aesch. 3.187; Dinarchus 1.86).22
There is no way of knowing, however, what percentage of these decrees
was ever inscribed in a more permanent medium to be displayed publicly.
Selection of decrees to be erected frequently seems haphazard.Thus, although it is possible in this case to have some notion of the relationship
between the number of decrees extant and the number originally passed,
there is still no indication of how many of the decrees that were passed
were ever actually erected.
The same problems pertain to inscriptions that relateto finance. Many
of these documents are extant. Even so, we will never know what percentage of such texts have survived, because the Athenians did not systematically publish or even collect figures pertaining to the finances of the state.
As Moses Finley pointed out long ago, most economic inscriptions in antiquity had a "monumental"function: they were erected selectively, not so
much to convey the content of the financial records as to demonstrate by
their physical presence the public character of Athenian finances; these
inscriptions were displayed more to be seen than to be read.23Since the
number of texts that were originally erected cannot be estimated, the rate
of preservation cannot be calculated.
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In conclusion, I can imagine no defensible way of estimating, even
roughly,the total number of inscriptions erected in ancient Athens or any
other Greek state. On the other hand, the huge difference in the sizes of
the surviving corpora seems to suggest that the Athenians produced far
more inscriptions than did other, contemporary Greek states. It is possible
to suggest some mitigating circumstances.Athens was never destroyed so
utterly as was Corinth.24In some states, metal was the preferredmedium
for public texts, and metal is far more liable to be melted down for reuse
than stone is to be destroyed.25It is also possible that the number of inscriptions known is at least in part a function of the focus of modern investigation: because of its reputation Attica has always attracted more attention from archaeologists than the rest of Greece. Furthermore, in the
past century,Attica has become by far the most densely populated region
of Greece. This urbanization has hastened the destruction of antiquities in
certain respects, but it has also often contributed to a more thorough exploration of Attica. It is thus barely conceivable that a largerpercentageof
Athenian inscriptions has been preserved or recovered than from other
Greek states. I do not think, however, that appeal to such relatively trivial
and haphazard differences of preservation or recovery can account for the
huge discrepancy between the number of inscriptions from Athens and
the numbers from all other Greek sites. The number of existing Athenian
inscriptions almost certainly reflects a historical difference in the level of
production.
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24. Corinthwasdestroyed
by
Mummius in 146 B.C. Corinth was a
great commercialpower and some
might arguethat it must have produced
many inscriptionsthat were utterly
destroyedby the Romans.On this
subject,see particularlyDow 1942.
25. Bronze was a favoredmedium in
the Peloponnesos,particularlyin Elis
and Arcadia;see Guarducci1967, 1,
pp. 433-437. Athens occasionallyused
bronze for public inscriptionsas well:
IG I348 bis and Peppas-Delmousou
1971, esp. p. 138 and note 1.
26. See Vernant1982; Detienne
1986, 1988a-c. For furtherconsideration of the definition of "monument"
and its historicalfunctionsin ancient
Greece, see Hedrick 1995. For some
interesting,broadlybased remarkson
the historicalfunctions of the monument in the western traditionand
historiography,see Lowenthal 1985.
27. For uses of monumentsand
writing in Mycenae,see Vernant1982.
Cf. furtherFinley 1981.
28. Levi-Strauss1961, pp. 294-304.

Many, perhaps most, of the Greek city-states have left to posterity some
inscriptions. Inscriptions occupied the public space of the city, along with
other meaningful objects;all such things might be described generically as
monuments. This use of the public space of the city for the display of
monuments is one of the more remarkablefeaturesof Graeco-Roman civilization. The origins of the habit in Greece seem to be bound up with the
rise of the city-state.26It would not be correct to characterize the earlier
Mycenaean civilization of Greece as in any way given to the public display
of monuments, whether uninscribed or inscribed. Writing in particular
it was sequesteredfrom
was an esoteric tool of a Mycenaean "bureaucracy";
the general population, and employed almost exclusively for the ends of
the palatial economy.27Mycenaean practices of writing might serve as a
textbook illustration of Levi-Strauss's contention that writing has developed hand-in-hand with civilization as an instrument of political and social oppression.28Writing can be and was used in many ancient states, in
Greece and elsewhere, before and after the Classical period, for a variety of
political purposes: to inform, commemorate, intimidate, and control.
What sets Athens apart from other ancient Greek city-states is not
the existence of its epigraphical habit, but the extent of this habit. The
meaning of the great size of this corpus of inscriptions is not straightforward. A strict enumeration of the number of inscriptions that an ancient
state has producedis a clumsy and inadequategauge of the extent of popular
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government within that state. Many nondemocratic states have erected
inscriptionsin great numbers.The civilizations of the Near East and Egypt
erected large and impressive inscriptions-and their example may have
had an influence on the states of Greece. The political connotations of
these monuments, however, were certainly not "democratic."29
The Romans have left a greater bulk of epigraphic texts to posterity than any
Greek state, more than all of the Greek states combined; the city of Rome
alone has yielded far more inscriptions than Attica.30No one, however,has
consequently accused the town on the Tiber of inclining toward Athenian-style democracy or of attempting to use public writing to promote
some kind of democraticsentiment among its subjects;quite the contrary.31
In the New World, the Maya indulged their epigraphical habit to an
unparallelledextent, but no anthropologist has claimed that these inscriptions are an index of their democratic political arrangements.32
The reasons for this explosion of public writing in Attica are far from
obvious. As I understandhim, Meritt would attributethe practiceto Greek
democracies in general. At the beginning of his discussion of inscriptions
and democracy he alludes to "the democratic centers"of Greece and to
"Athensin particular."33
Clearly enough, there were democracies in Greece
other than that at Athens. If the publication of texts was a hallmark of
Greek democracy, why did no other democracy produce a comparable
number of inscriptions to Athens? Where are the public documents of
Syracuse?34Chios, it is often remarked,may have had a democracy before
Athens; at least one Chian inscription of the 6th century B.C. (MeiggsLewis, no. 8) mentions "public"institutions. One inscription,however,early
though it may be, is insufficient to establish a general principle of democraticwriting in Chios. The habit of inscribing texts in stone is more of an
Athenian phenomenon than an ancient Greek democratic phenomenon,
and so the simple equation of epigraphical habit with democratic polis is
wrong.35
29. For a generalsurvey,see, e.g.,
Martin 1994. On the differencesbetween
the political and physicalsituationsof
writing in the variouscivilizationsof the
Bronze Age and the world of Classical
Greece, see Vernant1982, pp. 23-25, 5254; and Detienne 1988b, 1988c.
30. Accordingto Gordon (1983, p. 8),
the numberof Latin inscriptions
(presumablynot including the voluminous Roman inscriptionsin the Greek
language)can be estimated,at a
minimum,as somewherein excess of
200,000. By 1902, CIL VI alone had
reacheda count of about 26,000
inscriptions.The corpusof Early
Christianinscriptionsfrom Rome
(ICUR) has lemmataapproaching
37,000.
31. In the context of his remarkson
Rome and the idea of nationhood,my

colleagueGary Miles has discussedthe
role of educationand writing in promoting solidarity:Miles 1990, esp. pp. 644651. See furtherMeyer 1990;Thomas
1992,pp.158-170.
32. Anthropologicalwork on Mayan
literacyand society is relevantto the issue
of Athenian literacyand society.Adrienne
Mayor first broughtthese discussionsto
my attention.For a popularsummaryof
recentwork, see Bower 1993; Houston
and Stuart1992 (note particularlytheir
discussionof "recitationliteracy,"p. 591);
cf. furtherBrown 1991.
33. Meritt 1940, p. 89. In fairnessI
should point out that in the rest of his
discussionMeritt restrictshimself to
Athens alone. For a comparablepoint, see
Detienne 1986, pp. 29-30. Thomas
(1992, p. 132), contrastingthe paucityof
inscriptionsfrom oligarchicCorinth and

Sparta,agreesthat "theredoes seem to be
a correlationbetween the numberof
public documentsin a polis and the
degree to which its constitutionwas
democratic."
34. For Greek democraciesbesides
Athens, see Arist. Pol. 1291b7-13,
1296a22-23, 1301b39-40; Labarbe1972;
and Robinson 1997. For a recent and
exhaustiveattempt to look at specific
political institutionsof variousGreek
states, see Jones 1987.
On the fitful history of democracyin
Syracuse,see, e.g., Caven 1990, pp. 1217. As for the lack of inscriptionsfrom
Syracuse,Robin Osborne rightly reminds
me that the Classicaltown center has not
been excavated.Cf. Drogemiiller 1969.
35. Finley (1982) makes this point
vigorously;see also the translationof this
articlein Finley 1985, pp. 27-46.
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36. Meritt 1940, p. 93.
37. For the Peisistratidsin general,
see Andrewes 1982; Frost 1990; and
Lavelle 1993. On the uses of epigraphy
in ArchaicAthens see now Whitley
1997, pp.640-645.
38. Meritt 1940, p. 91.
39. For the Herms see Osborne
1985.
40. For the Sanctuaryof the Twelve
Gods see Gadbery1992.
41. On Archaiclaws and connotations see, e.g., the discussionby
Thomas (1992, pp. 65-73), with
bibliography.See furtherThomas 1994.
42. There is a convenientsummary
of the topic by Willetts (1982). See
now Whitley 1997.
43. A few would argueagainstthe
likelihood that Drakon'scode was
inscribedand publiclyerected.It would
be difficult,however,to take the same
position regardingthe Solonian laws:
see Ruschenbusch1966; Stroud 1979.
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Even if it is impossible to maintain that democracy in and of itself is
the unique and unequivocal cause of an epigraphical habit, it may yet be
that the Athenians attached democratic values to the publication of their
texts. One way of attempting to demonstrate this link would be to show
that the number of preserved inscriptions from Athens increases or declines as democratic sentiment prospers or flounders. More specifically
the connection between the production of state inscriptions and the vicissitudes of the democracy might be examined. Unfortunately, as Meritt
notes, it is difficult and perhaps dangerous "to argue from the chance way
in which inscriptions have been preservedin Athens about the rise and fall
of democraticfeeling."36Nevertheless, Meritt goes on to make the attempt,
giving particularattention to the coincidence between an increase in the
number of preserved texts and the rise of Athenian democracy,and to the
various indications of a reaction against the erection of inscriptions during
periods in which the democracy is thought to have been subverted.
We can begin by looking at the regime that preceded the democracy
in Athens: the tyranny of the Peisistratids.37The number of preserved
inscriptions increases over the course of the 6th century.The greatest increase occurs from the second quarterto the third quarterof the 6th century, when the number of texts triples. The third quarter of the century
corresponds roughly to the establishment of the tyranny by the elder
Peisistratos.Thus the establishment of the tyranny seems to be accompanied by a rise in the use of public writing.
If the publication of the "people'sbusiness" is a hallmark of democracy,then presumablythe tyrannical regime that preceded the democracy
should show a correspondingindifference or hostility to the public display
of official information. According to Aristotle (Ath. Pol. 16.3) the tyrants
tried to discourage their subjects from taking an interest in public affairs.
In connection with this statement, Meritt observes that there is a "complete dearth of public documents from the time of the tyranny.There are
many dedications, but no financial records, no decrees."38It is true that no
state decreeshave survivedfrom the period of the Peisistratids.Other documents that have survived, however, show that the tyrants were aware of
the political uses of writing. Monuments such as the Herms that measured out the roads of the Attic countryside,39or the central Altar of the
Twelve Gods in the Agora (IG I3 951),40 or the altar that the younger
Peisistratos erected as a memorial of his archonship (Meiggs-Lewis, no.
11) demonstrate a concern for and exploitation of the public, political use
of monumental writing, even though this use is presumably not a democratic one.
More important, there was by the 6th century a tradition, both in
Athens and elsewhere, of writing down certain kinds of public texts, especially laws.41The Archaic states of Crete were famous for their laws, and
many fragments of them have been recovered.42In Athens, Drakon and
Solon are known to have composed written collections of Athenian law at
the end of the 7th and beginning of the 6th century,respectively.43We do
not know where and how these laws were kept before the Classical period.
Up to the time of Ephialtes they were kept in some location on the Acropolis; they were later moved to the Prytaneion and Agora. In the last decade
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of the 5th century,some of the laws were reinscribed.44It therefore seems
likely that these inscriptions were erected and displayed in a public context
through the time of the Peisistratids. Support for this presumption is provided by the common tradition that the tyrants were concerned to preserve the forms of the traditional Athenian system of government, and
especially the laws (Hdt. 1.59.6; Thuc. 6.54.6; Ath. Pol. 14.3, 16.2).
There is nothing intrinsicallydemocraticabout the traditionof displaying laws.The Athenians of the Classical period and later nevertheless seem
to have regarded the establishment and display of laws as a democratic
measure.The name of Solon was associated with the early laws of Athens
and so too with democracy;in some instances the lawgiverwas considered
to be a, or even the, founder of the democratic order in Athens.45
The Athenian "revolution"and the reforms of Kleisthenes occurredin
the last decade of the 6th century,traditionally in and after 508/7. Some,
like Meritt, would suggest that the reforms of Kleisthenes (along with the
nascent democratic order that these institutional reforms are thought by
many to imply) serve as the point of departurefor a new and increaseduse
of monumental writing in Athens. There is an increase in the number of
preserved inscriptions from the fourth quarter of the 6th century: about
two-thirds more have survivedthan from the third quarterof that century.
The attribution of this increase to Kleisthenes and the foundation of the
democracy is problematic;for most of the final quarterof the century the
tyrantsruled in Athens. The increasein epigraphicaldocumentation might
be associated with the "Peisistratidbuilding program."46 Nevertheless, the
first inscription that is recognizable as an official decree of the democracy
dates to the time of the reforms of Kleisthenes.This text is concerned with
the regulations for the kleruchs of Salamis (Meiggs-Lewis, no. 14). It includes a form of what will become the characteristicpreamble of inscriptions of the democracy: eox(cv toL8iorL, "the people have decided."47
The number of surviving inscriptions more than doubles in the first
quarterof the 5th century.This general increasein the use of writing is not
paralleled by an explosion in the production of state documents, but
at least one decree can be dated to this period. An inscription from the
last decade of the 5th century (IG I3 105), it is a copy of an earlierinscription.48The original of this text should be dated sometime between 501
and 462, probablysomewhat closer to the upper limit of this span than to
the lower.49A very few other official inscriptions relating to religious matters have survived,most notably the decree of 485/4 concerning the Hekatompedon (IG I3 4).50

The assessment of the democratic significance of these early state inscriptions is made problematic by their isolation from the bulk of Athenian public inscriptions.They are so much earlierthan most other decrees
of the democracy that their relationship to them is unclear. It is not until
the period of the so-called "mature"democracy of the 450s that decrees of
the state come to be commonly preservedfor us. From the period between
the late 480s and the mid-450s, then, virtually no state documents have
survived. It is not only public inscriptions that are conspicuous by their
absence. In the second quarterof the 5th century there is a steep decline in
the general number of preserved inscriptions.

44. See Meiggs-Lewis, no. 86 (= IG
I3 104); Stroud 1979, p. 42.
45. See, e.g., Rhodes 1981, pp. 118120,376-377.
46. Shear 1978b.
47. For the "democraticpreamble,"
ycp, see,
?o8sv
TZ PoTU xcai
Mt
e.g., Henry 1977. For the reformsof
Kleisthenesas the beginning of
democracysee now Ober's
groundbreakingessay,"The Athenian
Revolutionof 508/7 B.C.: Violence,
Authority,and the Origins of Democracy,"in Ober 1996, pp. 32-52.
48. See especiallyLewis'snote
(1967), which demonstratesthat an
omission in this text can be attributed
to an illegibleword in the original.
49. For the date and significanceof
this text, see Ostwald 1986, pp. 31-42.
50. Meritt 1940, pp. 91-92. For a
narrativeof the developmentof the
democracyin the period immediately
following the Kleisthenicreforms,see
Ostwald 1986, pp. 15-47. For other
majortexts from this period, see IG I3
1-6 and Whitley 1997.
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51. Meritt 1940, p. 92.
52. Meritt 1967, pp. 72-84. See
furtherthe comments of Wallace
(1989, pp. 80-81), as well as his general
comments on the documentationfor
this period (pp. 77-83).
53. More recentlythe strengthand
dominanceof the Areiopagosin this
period have been minimized:Ostwald
1986, pp. 3-83.
54. I1am glossing over the difficulty
of dating some of these documentsto
the 450s, a problemthat has lately
become controversialagain as the
diagnosticvalue of the three-barred
sigma is called into question.I side
with those who argueagainstits strict
use as a dating criterion:see Chambers
et al. 1990; cf. Chambers'sresponseto
criticism(1993). It takes little courage
to agreein retrospectthat Mattingly
was right, and historicalgroundsmust
alwaystake precedenceover stylistic
groundsin issues of dating.For
Mattingly'sessaysand a summaryof
the controversy,see Mattingly 1996.
Consequently,there may be fewer
inscriptionsagreedto be from the 450s
than there were some years ago. Even
so, it remainstrue that more inscriptions arepreservedfrom the 450s than
theretofore.
55. Meritt 1940, p. 92.
56. Among the manywho have
made this argument,see Raaflaub1996.
For a summaryof Raaflaub'scontinuing
statementson the subject,see Ober
1996, pp. 33-34.
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Meritt attempts to relate the absence of public inscriptions to the vicissitudes of the Athenian democracy during this period.51According to
the Aristotelian ConstitutionofAthens, the Athenian state and the democracy from the time of Kleisthenes down to 480 gradually grew strong.
After the Persian War, however, the power of the democracy was preempted by the Areiopagos, which ruled Athens for some seventeen years,
down to the time of the reforms of Ephialtes (Ath. Pol. 23.1; cf. 25.1).
Meritt suggests that the Areiopagos Council reactedagainst populartrends
in favor of a more aristocratickind of government; and that as part of its
general disposition, it did not favor the monumental inscription of state
decrees.
In 1940 there were absolutely no public inscriptions known from the
period of the rule of the Areiopagos. Some years later, however, Meritt
himself published an inscription that appearsto have been decreed by the
Areiopagos council during this period (IG I3243).52It might yet be maintained that there is relatively little evidence from this period for public
documents (but only relative to the 450s; the addition of this single inscription makes the production of state decrees during the period of
Areiopagite ascendance entirely comparableto what precedes it). Whether
this paucity is due to oligarchic hostility to public writing, or to accidents
of preservation,or to other considerations, is debatable. Even granted that
the relative poverty of inscriptions in this period is representativeof some
contemporary political policy, it is not clear what this policy might be, or
how it might relate to democracy or oligarchy.Recent publications suggest
that the powers of the Areiopagos were not as great and unrestrained in
this period as the author of the Constitutionof Athens might have supposed, and that the reforms of Ephialtes were consequently not as radical
as is sometimes presumed. There may have been greater continuities of
policy and practice from the time of Kleisthenes through this period and
down into the time of Perikles than Meritt supposed.53The reasons for
the relative absence of public inscriptions from the time of Kleisthenes
down through the seventeen years of the rule of the Areiopagos, and the
sudden increase in inscriptions in the 450s, apparentlyhas little to do with
democratic decline and resurgence.
From the 450s onward, progressivelymore documents are preserved,
continuing into the mid-4th century. State documents in particularbecome more numerous.54Meritt attributes this increase to the health of the
democracy:"After454 Athenian democracy was in full bloom and public
documents of all kinds were numerous."55It is tempting to follow Meritt
and to ascribe the increase in the number of preserved inscriptions at this
time to the development of democratic institutions. This period represents the aftermath of the Ephialtic and Periklean reforms. Some would
even claim that it is an overstatement to speak of Athenian "democracy"
beginning with Kleisthenes, and that it is only in the 450s that democratic
practices begin in Athens.56
The causes for the elaboration in the quantity of writing at this time,
however,aremore complicatedthan this simple formulation.As everyreader
ofThucydides knows, the 450s were also a time of Athenian imperialism.
During this period the Athenians were extending their control and influ-
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ence in an unprecedented manner; simultaneously they were moving toward a less disguised control of their allies.57Meritt chooses the date of
454 as the watershed in the development of democratic writing, not because of the significance of this date for the internal democratic politics of
the Athenian state, but because from this year onward the Tribute Lists,
the yearly accounts of the money that Athens derived from its empire,
were inscribed on the Acropolis. From an epigraphical perspective this
decision is convenient: these lists are crucialto any account of epigraphyin
the 5th century.They are firmly dated and, since the yearly accounts from
454/3 through 432/1 are inscribed sequentially on just two large stelai,
they provide the benchmark for the characterand development of the official script of the Athenian state in the mid-5th century.58From the perspective of democratic development, however, it is curious that Meritt
should use these texts to mark the beginnings of "democraticwriting." It
can certainly be argued that the Tribute Lists were inscribed in part to
inform the citizenry of Athens of the financial affairs of the state. Like
most public documents of the 450s, however, these texts are more concerned with foreign affairs than with internal issues of self-government.
The meaning of the Tribute Lists and other comparable documents is
therefore ambiguous: as Thucydides would point out, it is at least as arguable that such "ornamentsof the city"serve the tyrannical ends of empire
and domination as that they serve to inform the civic body; the rise of
democracy is related to the rise of empire.59Many of the monumental
state inscriptions of the mid-5th century B.C. should be understood as
manifestations of both popular sentiment and imperial power.
It is no easier to prove Meritt's suggestion that there is a correlationin
the later 5th and 4th centuries between the health of the democracy and
the numberof inscriptionsthat the state produced.His argumentis straightforward:if public writing is an explicitlydemocraticvehicle, then we should
expect that in periods of popular sovereignty there will be many inscriptions, and in times of oligarchic or tyrannicalusurpation there will be few,
or at least fewer. Unfortunately there are few events against which this
idea can be tested. There is some slight fluctuation in the number of preserved inscriptions during this period. The number declines somewhat in
the last quarterof the 5th century,then drops steeply in the first quarterof
the 4th. This decline is likely to be related to the political, social, military,
and economic disturbancesthat occurred at the end of the Peloponnesian
War.
The two famous oligarchic coups of the 5th century,which resulted in
the governments of the Four Hundred (in 411) and the Thirty (in 404),60
were both too short-lived to provide any evidence of a "typical"oligarchic
policy toward public inscriptions and dispersal of information. It does appear,however,that in the wake of the expulsion of each of these oligarchic
groups, the democracy emphasized the erection and display of inscriptions. Thus in the years following the conspiracyof the Four Hundred the
Athenians attempted to codify and publish a code of laws; some ancient
texts that were thought to exemplify the ancestralway of government, the
TcaTpLOs7roXvTcia, were at this time reinscribedby the state.61The measures enacted following the expulsion of the Thirty are a watershed. At

57. See now Mattingly 1992.
58. The first stele includes fifteen
lists, the second seven. It would be
pointless to discussthe notorious
problemof "the missing tributelist"
here. Generallyon the lists Meritt et al.
1939-1953 remainsindispensable,
though the texts of the lists published
here have been replacedby those
providedin IG I3 259-280. For a brief
accountof the tributelists see MeiggsLewis, no. 39. There is also a good
popularaccountby J. K. Davies in
Hornblowerand Greenstock1984,
pp. 58-99.
59. See Thuc. 1.10, with Hedrick
1995. It is worth noting that at least
one document from the mid-5th
centuryrelatingto the tributeincludes
the famous formula(discussedat
greaterlength below) "sothat all may
see":IG I3 60, line 31. For further
discussionof the connectionbetween
the publicationof state documentsand
imperialism,see Finley 1985, pp. 2746, esp. pp. 32-33, 40-44; and Schuller
1984. For furtherdiscussionof
democracyand imperialism,see Finley

1978.Fordiscussionof the connections

between the ideology of empireand
that of democracy,see Dougherty 1996.
60. Neither lasted even a full year.
For a generaldiscussionof politics in
the last decade of the 5th century,these
two oligarchiccoups, and their
aftermaths,see Ostwald 1986, pp. 337524.
61. See the Law Code of Drako,
republishedin 409 B.C. (IG I3 104), and
the so-called Bouleutic Law (IG I3
105). For comments on the reerection
of these inscriptions,see MeiggsLewis, no. 86.
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62. See Clinton 1982 for the
relationof these reformsto earlier
suppressionsof laws. More generallyon
the reformsassociatedwith the
archonshipof Eukleides,see Ostwald
1986, pp. 497-524. For the interpretation of the 4th-centurydemocracyas a
decline from the standardof the 5th,
and argumentsagainstit, see Ober
1989,pp. 95-103.
63. For the change from Attic to
Ionian scriptat this time, see Threatte
1980, I, pp. 26-27. See furtherLewis
1984.
64. See Walbank1978, nos. 26
(with commentary),61, 63, 72, 79.
65. See Clinton 1982, but cf.
Robertson1990.
66. See Meiggs-Lewis, no. 94, and
Krentz 1982, pp. 66-67.
67. Cf. Tracy 1995, pp. 7-17.
68. For Athens in the Hellenistic
period, the standardwork is now
Habicht 1997. For a briefertreatment
see Green 1990, pp. 40-43 or de Ste.
Croix 1981, pp. 301 and 609, note 2.
For Habicht's(1997) comments on the
effects of the LamianWar on Athens,
see pp. 36-66; cf. Tracy 1995, pp. 17-21
and 23-29.
69. Habicht 1997, pp. 49-53.
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this time the state moved decisively to collect and inscribe a corpus of laws
or "lawgivers."62
This
through the institution of a board of vo 6o0?Toat,
in
of
Attic
In
the
is
critical
the
also
epigraphy.
period
history
archonship of
Eukleides (403/2) the Athenians decided to replace the Attic script and
orthography of their public decrees with a specifically Ionian standard of
writing. Whether such measures are linked to a recent oligarchic suppression of information rather than to other considerations is unclear. If, for
example, we imagine that the codification of laws was intended to curb the
immoderate sovereignty of the demos, then the reforms following 411 and
404 might be seen as a concession by the democracy to oligarchic interests
rather than as a reaction against them. The adoption of the Ionian alphabet for Athenian state decrees after 404 probably had as much or more to
do with the repudiation of Athenian imperial ambitions as with democratic sentiment.63
The Thirty destroyed certain texts and inscriptions of the democracy.
Some inscriptions on the Areiopagos were removed (Ath. Pol. 35.2). Some
proxenies were revoked, and the decrees that manifested them obliterated.64The tyrants may have erased certain of the laws inscribed on the
Royal Stoa.65In one case a decree honoring the Samians (Meiggs-Lewis,
no. 94) was passed before the usurpation, in 405, but erected only after the
restoration of the democracy in 403: this inscription either was not set up
immediately, or if it was, it must have been destroyed by the Thirty, who
surely would have revoked this decree, given the opportunity.66It is also
clear,however, that the Thirty erected inscriptions of their own (see especially Andoc. 1.77-79). Despite some acts of censorship it remains to be
shown that the Thirty disapproved of public writing in general, rather
than just certain decrees and actions of the democracy.
From the restoration of the democracy in 404 until the Battle of
Chaeronea there are no disturbances against which to test the correlation
of public inscriptions with democracy.The internal government of Athens
is relatively stable and inscriptions of all kinds are consistently abundant.
After the Battle of Chaironea, Athens, along with the rest of Greece, lost
much of its external autonomy. Henceforth, Athens was in fact, if not in
name, a satellite of Macedon. This loss of autonomy, however, arguably
did not affect the internal affairs of the state. The internal democratic
forms of government continued without any noticeable disturbance.67
A seriousinterruptionin the continuity of the democraticforms of government began in 322, in the wake of the LamianWar.68Convinced that the
Athenians were unreliablesubjects,the Macedonian Antipater settled a garrison in Athens to guaranteetheir loyalty.At the same time he requiredthe
Athenians to replace the old democracy,which had time and again proved
untrustworthy,with a new form of government that was marked by a severely limited franchise (Plut. Phoc. 28). According to one account, only
9,000 Athenians remained citizens after these mandated reforms (Diod.
Sic. 18.18.4). This imposed oligarchic interlude lasted only as long as
Antipater was alive. On his death in 318 the democracywas restored.At a
meeting of the Assembly the Athenians deposed their magistrates,replacing them with democrats, and executed or exiled those who had participated in the restrictedgovernment (Diod. Sic. 18.65; Plut. Phoc.34-35).69
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The reinstateddemocracydid not last long. Within the year Kassander
had taken the Peiraieus, forcing the Athenians to come to terms with
Macedon again. As part of the settlement he imposed on the Athenians,
he requiredthat they receive and support a Macedonian garrison and that
they return to a form of government that limited citizenship more restrictively than had the democracy. Supreme authority was invested in one of
Kassander'sfriends, a philosopher,Demetrios of Phaleron. Demetrios took
power in Athens in 317. He would dominate the state for ten years, until
307. Plutarch described his regime as "aristocraticin name, but monarchic
in fact" (Plut. Demetr. 10).70
Struggles among the diadochoiprovided the occasion for the fall of
Demetrios's regime. Opposing factions in Athens evidently looked hopefully to Kassander'srivalAntigonos to remove Demetrios of Phaleron from
his autocratic position. Antigonos's son, Demetrios Poliorketes, fulfilled
their hopes in 307, appearing at the Peiraieus with a fleet of 250 ships.
Demetrios of Phaleron fled and democracy was restored. The grateful
Athenians voted to set up statues of their benefactors, the new founders of
democracy in Athens, Antigonos and Demetrios Poliorketes.The statues
were mounted in a chariot near the statues of Harmodios and Aristogeiton.
At the same time they added two new tribes to the old Kleisthenic ten,
Demetrias and Antigonis. "So the common people, deprived of power in
the Lamian War by Antipater, fifteen years afterwards unexpectedly recovered the constitution of their fathers"(Diod. Sic. 20.46).71
For Meritt, the fluctuations in the fortunes of the democracy after the
Lamian War provide an important opportunity for testing the correlation
between writing and democratic ideology. He points specifically to the
contrast between "the almost complete lack of records from the regime of
Demetrios of Phaleron (317-307 B.C.),and the abundance of documents
from the years immediately following the restoration by Demetrios
Poliorketes."72This observation is overstated, but essentially correct. Inscriptions were produced during the decade of Demetrios's domination of
the state. These texts are formally no different from the documents that
precede and follow them: the established democratic protocols of practice
and official language are observed. Still, by the standards of the previous
periods, few state inscriptions have survived from the time of Demetrios.
In particularthere are almost no decrees of the assembly in this period.73
Furthermore,no ephebic inscriptions are known, nor are any of the lists of
Athenian councillors.74There is also an increase in the quantity of state
inscriptions after his fall, coincident with the restorationof the democracy.
The content of these inscriptions is significant as well: democratic themes
and rhetoric, and links with the glorious political past of the state are strikingly emphasized after the democratic restoration of 307 (some instances
of these appealsto democratic tradition are discussed below, pp. 411-415).
It is tempting to imagine that the decline in the number of public
texts erected is due to Demetrios's domination of the popular institutions
of the democracy.On the other hand, it might plausiblybe argued that the
decrease in state inscriptions is more a manifestation of a new public
economy and egalitarianismthan it is evidence of antidemocratic furtiveness. Demetrios of Phaleronwas responsiblefor sumptuarylaws that curbed

70. On Demetrios of Phaleron,I am
fond of the narrativein Ferguson1911,
pp. 38-94. See now, however,Habicht
1997, pp. 53-66, andTracy 1995, pp.
36-51.
71. For this democratic"revival"
see
Green 1990, pp. 48-51 with note 67;
Habicht 1997, pp. 67-81; and Hedrick,
forthcoming(a).
72. Meritt 1940, p. 93.
73. See the decreesin IG dated to
318/7-308/7: IG II2448-454. As
Tracynotes (1995, p. 36, note 2), many
of these in fact do not belong to the
period of Demetrios'srule. Cf. the new
inscriptionsfrom Acharnai:ArchEph
131 (1992 [1993]), pp. 179-193.
74. Tracy 1995, p. 40.
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75. Cf. Green 1990, p. 48 and
note 69.
76. Schwenk (1985, p. v), says that
from this period there areover 350
inscriptions,ninety-one of which are
decrees.
77. Mosse 1962. Cf., e.g., the
terminus of Hansen 1991.
78. I1know of no extensive,up-todate studies devoted to the "afterlife"of
Greek democraciesin the Hellenistic
and Roman periods:see Jones 1966,
pp. 157-191; de Ste. Croix 1981,
pp. 300-326, 518-537. For Athens in
the Hellenistic periodwe now have
Habicht 1997. For Athens in the
Roman period the three old volumes by
Graindor(1927, 1931, 1934) continue
to be indispensable,with Follet 1976
for the laterperiod;see furtherthe
essayscited in Oliver 1983.
79. De Ste. Croix 1981, pp. 322323. For a good reviewof the bibliography on this issue, see Geagan 1971,
pp. 103-104 and notes 28 and 29.
80. So Jones 1966, p. 157.
81. Cf., e.g., Dahl 1989, p. 2.
82. Habicht 1979, pp. 22-33. See
now his generalnarrativeof this
complicatedperiod,Habicht 1997,
pp. 67-97 and 124-149.
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the excessive exhibitions of the wealthy, particularlytheir mortuary displays. These sumptuarylaws might be seen as measures enforcing democratic egalitarianism;they also might be understood as a way of distancing
the Athenians from their imperialist past. Demetrios himself claimed that
he had not destroyed democracy,but corrected it (Strab. 9.1.20). It should
also be kept in mind that the democracy restored in 307 was concerned to
eliminate the material traces of Demetrios's rule, and destroyed virtually
all statues erected of him in Athens. The inscriptions erected under his
auspices may have suffered as well.75In sum, it remains to be seen whether
Demetrios was concerned to control public access to information, or
whether the paucity of preservedinscriptions is a by-product of other contemporary measures and priorities and of later hostility.
To find a parallel in the distribution of Athenian inscriptions for the
fortunes of the democracy during this complicated period would be too
much to expect. After the first quarter of the 4th century, the number of
known texts rises steeply.The count of inscriptions peaks in the third and
fourth quarters of the century, then drops precipitiously.The decline in
the Athenian production of inscriptions then evidently does not date to
the time of Chaironea,76or even to the time of Demetrios of Phaleron, but
to the beginning of the 3rd century,when Athens is finally and irrevocably
subsumed by the larger Hellenistic world of the diadochoi.
It is usual to end the story of the Athenian democracy at the close of
the 4th century,either in 322 with Antipater's suppression of the democracy,or in 307 with the restoration (if one wants a happy ending).77Literary sources for the internal affairs of the Athenian state become steadily
scantier as the political importance of Athens wanes during the Hellenistic period. Many inscriptions survive, however, and from them it can be
seen that the institutions of the democracy do not perish at the end of the
4th century,but remain vital for several more centuries.78Magistrates and
the Boule continued to serve, and the Ekklesia continued to meet. The
term "democracy"and the traditional language of the democratic culture
remained important in the ideology of the community.The meaning and
political uses of democratic language, however, change. As Geoffrey de
Ste. Croix (following James Oliver and others) remarks,"duringthe third
and second centuries B.C. demokratiaincreasingly came to signify no more
than an internallyself-governing republic."By the Roman period the word
democracy is used to describe not only the senatorial republic, but the
principate itself.79After the Hellenistic period, "democracy"was univerjust as in the
sally recognized as the proper constitution of a Greek city,"80
modern world the term has come to be the uncontested synonym for legitimate politicalauthority.The very popularityof the term, however,threatens its meaning: to the extent that the term can be applied to any political
regime, it means nothing.81Regimes that an Athenian of the 5th or 4th
century would have characterized as "oligarchic"took upon themselves
the name of "democracy."Thus, for example, as Christian Habicht has
shown, a certain regime that controlled Athens in the early 3rd century
(probably from 294 until 287) called itself a democracy; the regime that
succeeded it in 287, however, condemned it as an oligarchy.82

Given the ambiguities of nomenclature, it is not surprisingthat schol-
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ars tend to deprecate representationsof internal "democracy"in Hellenistic Athens as a misleading facade, a cynical and false simulation of the
glorious classicalpast. It is inarguablythe case that the externalpolicy and,
to a lesser extent, the internal affairs of Athens were never again determined without due consultation and consideration of the desires of the
contemporary masters of the Aegean, whether Macedonian or Roman. It
is also clear that there was always an elite of wealth within Athens during
the Hellenistic and Roman periods, which for the most part dominated
the mass of citizens and the administration of public affairs.83There is
nevertheless a "civic tradition," that is, a continuity of democratic form
and sentiment from the Classical period. These traditional ideals, whether
illusory or not, were always a potent force in the management of Athenian
internal politics and in the regard in which Athens was held within the
larger Hellenistic and Roman worlds. For example, internal conflicts occurredperiodicallywithin Athens; these conflicts were uniformly conceived
of in terms of democracy versus oligarchy.84Regardless of the "truecharacter"of the Athenian government, the name and traditional idea of "democracy"remained a rallying cry,a justification for real political action. In
severalinstances we hear of "democraticrevolutions"in Athens: oligarchic
governments are deposed and magistrates are once more selected in the
traditional manner.
By the standardsof the 4th century B.C. there is a considerabledecline
in the number of inscriptions in Hellenistic times. By the standards of
most other Greek regions, however, this repertoire of inscriptions is impressively large. There is reason to believe that the production of inscriptions continued to be linked to the ideology of democracy; it was also
linked to the democratic traditions of the city. The "epigraphicalhabit,"
like democracy itself, was practiced in Athens in part because of an allegiance to the illustrious civic tradition of the city.
The government sponsored by Poliorketes in 307 may have been a
democracy in more than name alone;85it certainly had democratic pretensions. In either event, this "democracy"was not a long-lived government.
In the year of the Battle of Ipsos, 301, the Athenians repudiated their
alliancewith Demetrios. New politicians and policies came to prominence
in connection with this realignment of external alliances, and this change
initiated a period of typically violent conflict between factions of oligarchs
and democrats.86
The domestic political history of Athens in the early 3rd century is
notoriously complicated.87The discovery of an inscription has thrown significant light on the issues and factions that contended during this period.88A simplified summary of these events suffices for the purposes of
this essay: Athenian independence from Poliorketes did not last long. In
296 he besieged Athens; by 295 he was in possession of the city. As part of
his settlement, he established a garrison in the Peiraieus, and sponsored a
new government, which seems to have initially had a rather democratic
flavor;89it quickly became more conservative,and in 292 Demetrios forced
the Athenians to receive back into the city all exiled oligarchs.90It is remarkable (and typical of Hellenistic Athens) that, in spite of these fluctuations, there were no noticeable changes in the management of the state.

83. Cf., e.g., MacKendrick1969.
84. For the importanceof this "civic
tradition"see above all the work of
Oliver,e.g., Oliver 1983. The continuity of democracyas a municipalform of
governmentis one of the majorthemes
of Habicht'swriting on Hellenistic
Athens: Habicht 1997. For criticismof
the constructionof political conflict in
Hellenistic Athens in terms of oligarchs
and democrats,see Badian 1976,
pp.105-106.
85. Despite Mosse's descriptionof it
as "amere caricatureof the regime
which had constitutedthe greatnessof
Athens":Mosse 1962, p. 108. Cf.
Habicht 1997, pp. 124-149; and Tracy
1995,pp.21-22.
86. See Habicht 1997, pp. 83-84.
87. Ferguson1911, p. 95, is often
cited:"Seventimes the government
changed hands, and on as many
occasionsthe constitutionwas in some
degree altered ....

Four times the

institutionswere modified and a new
governmentestablished,through the
violent interventionof a foreign prince.
Three uprisingswere bloodily suppressed,and the city sustainedfour
blockades,all with equal heroism,but
twice unsuccessfully."
88. See Shear 1978a; cf. the
comments of Habicht (1979, pp. 4567). For a brief summary,see Habicht
1997, pp. 139-140.
89. Habicht 1979, pp. 3-21.
90. For a convenientsummaryof
the complicatedhistory of Athens in
this period, see Green 1990, pp. 48-51,
123-128; Habicht 1997, pp. 87-97.
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Whatever the realities of power, the formalities of government remained
those of the traditional democracy.91
The internal affairs of Athens were closely related to the fortunes of
Demetrios Poliorketes at this time. In 287, just after Demetrios had been
attacked by Pyrrhos and Lysimachos, the Athenians revolted again. They
took this occasion to repudiate the sponsorship of the king and establish
the democracy once more. Demetrios responded by besieging the city.
Circumstanceshere favoredthe Athenians: faced with more serious threats
from the other great Hellenistic powers, Demetrios made peace, acknowledging the autonomy of the democratic government of Athens, but keeping his garrisonin the Peiraieus.92The democratic government established
by this agreement in 287 survivedfor more than 20 years,until the time of
the Chremonidean War.Then, around 268, inspired by promised support
from Ptolemy and a desire to recoverthe Peiraieus,the Athenians declared
war on Demetrios's son, Antigonos Gonatas. Ptolemy was ultimately unable to keep his promises, and Athens was again reduced by the
Macedonians. Macedonian officials were put in charge of the city; the
Athenians were not even allowed to appoint magistrates.93
The Macedonians continued to rule Athens for many years. There
were occasional relaxationsand reimpositions of restrictions regardinginternal self-government, but for the most part the old institutions continued, now with a governor imposed by the Macedonian overlords. Certainly the state continued to call itself a democracy.Finally, in 229, Athens
(with the help of a subsidy from Aratos and the Achaean League) was able
to pay the Macedonians to remove their garrisonfrom the Peiraieus. Once
more the state was free to manage its internal affairs as it saw fit. In external policy the Athenians preserved a careful and prudent neutrality, in
keeping with the city's unimportance and vulnerability.As a result they
managed to remain autonomous and internally stable for many years.94
Athens played a minor role in the squabbles of Rome and Philip V of
Macedon. Wisely enough (in the long run, in any case) the Athenians
supported Rome. Thus in 200 B.C. they declared war on Philip. Although
they had firm expectations that Rome would support them, they were disappointed. Philip defeated them easily,but even so they did not lose their
autonomy.95Nevertheless, Athens remained loyal to Rome and henceforth
maintained a strong anti-Macedonian policy. Later, when Rome went to
war with Perseus the Athenians continued their support. This time they
were rewarded. In 167/6 Rome gave Athens control of the commercial
center of Delos, as a way of thanking the city and damaging the commercial interests of Rhodes.96Possession of Delos brought with it an unaccustomed prosperity to Hellenistic Athens; this prosperity left its mark on
public affairs. An increasingly visible mercantile elite came to dominate
Athens. The old democratic institutions did not disappear,but with the
significant approval of Rome, their relative importance was rebalanced:
notably the power of the Areiopagos was increased.97
The production of inscriptions during the Hellenistic period is considerably lower than in the 4th century.98From the beginning of the 3rd
century I find no remarkableincreases or declines in the number of preserved inscriptions. There are some isolated inscriptions that attest a con-
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tinuing commitment to the ideals of the old democracy.In some cases the
erection of such texts can be associated with periods of democratic revival
(a few of these will be considered below). It is impossible, however, to
demonstrate any correlation between the fortunes of the democracy and
public writing in Athens during this period. There may,however, be some
evidence from Delos that confirms at least a continuing ethic of writing in
Athens, in contrast to other states. Delos had been, from the 3rd century
on, an important commercial center before Athens took possession of it.
Clearlythe privilegedstatus of tax immunity that the Roman senate granted
Delos when they passed it to Athens in 167/6 increased its prosperity
immeasurably. At the same time there is a massive increase in the
epigraphical use of writing on Delos.99 Whether this increase is due to
greaterprosperity or the new Athenian population and their peculiarhabits of writing is debatable.In this case, at least, there can be no question of
a democratic motivation for writing. The Athenian colonists on Delos
were governed by a chief magistrate, drawn from one of the leading local
families: there is no justification for describing such an arrangementas in
any sense, ancient or modern, "democratic."100
Even in the 1st century B.C.,democratic sentiment remained an important factor in the conduct of public affairsin Athens. At the beginning
of the century, from about 91 to 88 B.C., Athens suffered a crisis in its
internal governance. Normal procedures of state management were suspended. There was a brief period of anarchyand then tyranny.The reasons
for these events areunclear,but it is certain that the ideology of democracy
played a part in them.101In 88 B.C. Mithridates was able to lure Athens
from its alliance with Rome in part by promising to restore the democracy
(Ath. 5.212b)10 The results of this ill-advised revolt arewell known: in 87
Sulla attackedAthens, inflicting considerablematerialdamage on the city.
He then revised the Athenian constitution, replacing the old structureof
political power with one that seemed more acceptableto him. This "Sullan
constitution"was a watershed-the most important constitutional event
of the post-Classical era. It remained in service,with some minor modifications, for the remainder of the Roman period.103
Scholars often speak of the Sullan constitution as an absolute break,
the end of freedom in Hellenistic Athens. In certain respects, however, it
is a consequence of earlier developments. Since the mid-2nd century B.C.
the management of the Athenian state had been developing from a popular to an oligarchic system of government. Power was progressively removed from the survivingpopularbodies and vested in the hands of elected
magistrates and especially the Areiopagos. The Sullan constitution formalized these arrangements.There are continuities through these years.
Inscriptions continued to be erected.The state continued to mint coinage.
The ideal of democracy remained very much alive in public language and
art.104There were, however, many significant changes as well. Before the
Sullan reforms prytany inscriptions had included a decree of the demos
praising the prytaneis; these vanished from the inscriptions after 86 B.C.105

The same development occurred in ephebic inscriptions. After Sulla, decrees in these documents were passed by the Boule alone.106In fact, as
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Habicht notes, "for several decades after 86 we have not a single extant
Assembly decree, and a very few council decrees, apart from routine measures honoring prytaneis and their treasurers.Not one of these surviving
decrees deals with political matters."107
Despite all of the interruptions and interference, the Athenian democratic tradition was still far from dead. It is possible that democratic forms
were restored by Caesar for a brief period beginning in 48 B.C.108There
was almost certainly at least one short-lived democratic revival in Athens
during the period of the Roman civil wars.'09Late in the reign of Augustus,
there was probably another Athenian revolt, perhaps prompted in some
respects by the city's long tradition of democracy.110During the Roman
period, some rather undemocratic limitations on citizenship, defined by
ability to participatein the Boule and Areiopagos,were imposed; the power
of the law courts passed to these elite governing bodies; civic power was
concentrated largely in the hands of the Areiopagos.l11Nevertheless, as
late as the time of Hadrian, such old institutions as the Ekklesia survived
and retained certain of their prerogatives.l2The inscribed letter of Marcus
Aurelius discoveredin Athens illustratesthe continuing importance of the
Athenian democratic tradition."l3
The number of inscriptions erected in Athens remains relatively constant in the Roman period, down to the time of Hadrian. Production is
comparable to that of the Hellenistic period, and there are no precipitous
increases or declines. Very few ephebic and prytany texts can be assigned
to the period from Sulla down to almost the reign of Domitian.ll4 Consequently, even if we were better informed about the status of democratic
forms in Athens during these centuries, it would be difficult to attempt to
correlate use of public writing with changes in the climate of democratic
sentiment. The clearest instance of a change in the production of public
inscriptions, the increase at the beginning the 2nd century A.C., is not
necessarilyevidence for a democratic use of writing. It is far more likely to
be a reflection of the Hadrianic building programs.
After the time of Hadrian there is a marked decline in the number of
surviving Athenian inscriptions. This decline is paralleled by a fall in
epigraphical production throughout the Roman empire. In this case the
causes of the change may well be sought outside the fortunes of the local
political situation.ll5The end of the ancient Athenian epigraphicalculture
may be dated to the middle of the 3rd century A.C.Gravestones and Christian inscriptions are found later, but the civic epigraphic tradition dies at
this time. For example, prytany inscriptions and ephebic texts cease to be
inscribed.The cause of this break is certainly the Herulian invasion of A.D.
267, an event that had a devastating impact on all aspects of Athenian
life.116

The production of certain kinds of inscriptions, especially public inscriptions such as state decrees, is clearly sensitive to political change. This
is not to say that antidemocratic regimes were necessarily hostile to the
display of public inscriptions, or that the democracy uniformly supported
it. We know, for instance, that the Athenian democracy itself "censored"
some public writing by destroying certain old, out-of-date inscriptions.117
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When an oligarchyor a tyrant,usurpingthe legitimate power of the people,
erected inscriptions (as they are known to have done), these texts would
not long have survived a restoration of the democracy.The democracy
destroyed public writing after the usurpation of the Thirty, as is proved by
the "decree of Patrokleides,"quoted by Andokides (1.77-79). It did so
again in 307, after the fall of Demetrios of Phaleron.1i8
Meritt's attempt to explain the general Athenian epigraphicalhabit as
a consequence of the Athenian democracy is less persuasive, chiefly because the environment of writing is not only political. As I suggested at
the beginning of this article, the causes for the unparalleledabundance of
epigraphicalwriting in Athens are surely complex: empire, economy, society,urbanization,demography,and more must be considered,though democratic ideology doubtless played its part. In the end, however, simply to
count inscriptions and correlate variations with changes of political regime does not advancethe argumentvery far.The sample of inscriptions is
too haphazard, and the possible explanations for variations in the count
too numerous.119
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The volume of the ancient Athenian production of inscriptions, suggestive though it may be, does not of itself explain the political significance of
that production. An alternativeapproachto the problem would be to look
for explicit statements in ancient Athenian texts linking democratic ideology and the practice of writing. Such statements are rare in the literary
sources. Certainly the Athenian democracy was based on a political culture of debate and discussion,120 and this culture presumes that information is freely available.The most famous statement of this ideal is provided
by the funeral oration recorded in Thucydides' second book. The speaker,
Perikles, claims that Athens (unlike other states) "does not regarddiscussion as an obstacle to action, but as a necessary preliminary to any wise
action"(Thuc. 2.40). Statements such as this, while they demonstrate the
undeniableimportanceof the free oraltransmissionof informationin democraticAthens, do not provide a link between the democracy and the transmission of written information.
There are, however, numerous statements that explicitly address the
political reasons for the writing of inscriptions. These statements-formulae of disclosure-were expressed in a highly formulaic manner and
appended to certain Athenian public inscriptions. Within the full repertoire of occurrences of the formulae of disclosure there are relatively few
statements that attest what I would regardas an explicitly and unambiguously "democratic"motivation: seldom is there any noticeable concern for
the education of citizens or the dissemination of public information. Even
so, in some instances it is clear that a democratic ideology does underpin
the practice of erecting public inscriptions; democratic sentiments are not
utterly foreign to the Athenian ideology of writing.
The formulae of disclosure have not been thoroughly collected and
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discussed recently.The standardaccount is found in the second volume of
Wilhelm Larfeld's HandbuchdergriechischenEpigraphik-an essay so old
that references to it are in the first edition of the InscriptionesGraecae.l21
This catalogue is so antiquated that it was not serviceable as a basis for my
own investigations. It was therefore necessary to compile a new working
catalogue (Appendix II), which I constructed from the database of the
PHI-6 disk, updated with SEG. The parametersof the searches by which
I compiled the lists will be apparentfrom the formulae that are included in
my discussion. I have not intended to rewrite Larfeld's account or even to
provide a complete and definitive list of these formulae here (much as this
project needs to be done). For the most part I have restricted my search to
epigraphicallyattested instances of the formulae;I have not examined literary texts in any systematic way. Rather my discussion and citations are
subordinated to a more specific goal: to isolate those specific instances of
formulae that may best serve as a guide to the perception of inscriptions by
the ancient Athenian audience, and especially those that indicate some
political motivation for writing.
The formulae of disclosure are characteristicallyAthenian. In the following discussion I cite as many instances as I have found: it is remarkable
how seldom the formulae occur in the documents of states other than
Athens. Furthermore,the formulae are found in Athenian inscriptions of
all periods, from the 5th century B.C. down to the 2nd century A.C.Despite
the political vicissitudes of the state, continuities of language and institution persist. Regimes that we regard as oligarchical insist on their own
democratic character (see above, pp. 403-404). Many institutions of the
democracy remain in service, and the civic community always looked to
5th- and 4th-century Athens as its model. So, throughout the Hellenistic
and Roman periods, formulae of disclosure are generated within a documentable tradition, which in many cases can be traced back without a
break at least to the 4th century.The sentiments expressed in documents
of these later periods, even in periods of oligarchic domination, preserve
and reflect traditional ideals of the political significance of writing.
Formulae of disclosure are also found on the inscriptions of smaller,
"parapolitical"groups such as phratries, thiasoi, and orgeones.Such texts
frequentlyimitate the forms and language of state documents, even though
the membership of these groups is not necessarily restricted to Athenian
citizens. Here the ideals of the state regardingthe political uses of writing
can be seen percolating through society. In Athens even non-Athenians
are influenced by the local, political "epigraphicalhabit."
As a rule, the formulae of disclosure arejuxtaposed with the general
arrangements for the erection of the inscription. In many cases it is clear
that the formula directly qualifies the decision to display the inscription:
"Let the inscription be set up so that all may know."In other instances, the
position of the formula is more ambiguous. It may appear to qualify the
whole complex of activities associated with the erection of the inscription,
or with the action that a decree enjoins or commands. For instance, it
might be ordered that an honorand "be crowned, so that the demos may
appearto return a favor in a worthy manner."
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The context in which disclosureis orderedprovidesan important check
on its motivation. Formulae of disclosure occur in a variety of kinds of
document. The overwhelming majorityof formulae of disclosure arefound
in the context of honorary decrees, or personal grants of privileges (citizenship, exemption from taxation, or the like). Out of the more than 350
instances of formulae collected here, no fewer than 328 occur in the context of honorific inscriptions.122
Thus, for example, in the case of a grant of
one
reason for erecting an inscription "so that all may know"
privilege,
might be to provide evidence of that grant. In such a context the motivation for disclosure would not be to inform the citizenry for democratic
ends, but to provide a concrete guarantee to the honorand of the state's
intention that he enjoy certain rights and privileges, so that if the rights
are ever contested the individual can point to the inscription in reply.Another motivation for the disclosure of an honorific inscription would be to
prompt future benefactions. The honorand must be thanked as publicly as
possible "so that everyone may know that the Athenians know how to
return a favor"and "so that he (or others) will continue to be of service to
the Athenians in the future."The audience at which a given inscription is
aimed also provides a clue to the motivation for disclosure. In some cases
an inscription is intended for the citizen body as a whole; in others a text is
erected so that those citizens who may be holding office at any given time
may be encouraged to do their jobs well.
In most cases, the formulae of disclosure are used in a context of competitive display,patronage, and gratitude.The inscribed monument is intended as an incentive ((cpd
6pLkXov) for others. This motivation is found
at all times in honorific documents from states throughout the GraecoRoman world. In and of itself it is by no means particularlydemocratic.
This is not to say that in an appropriatecontext this kind of motivation
cannot be pressed into the service of a democratic ideology. An anecdote
told by Plutarch may provide a useful illustration. Before the Battle of
Salamis Aristides slipped through the Persian lines to visit with
Themistokles. "We ought to compete (atoca6toCLv)at all times," he said,
"andespecially at this one concerning which of us shall do greatergood for
our country"(Hdt. 8.79). Just so, competition can be turned to ends consistent with democratic ideals; the monument may be regarded as an incentive for all to compete in the service of the Athenian state, whether as
magistrates or benefactors or defenders.123
In modern times, the quintessentially democratic motivation for public writing is to inform. Information is expected to be availableto citizens
so that they can hold their government accountable,and use that information in making their political decisions. This ideal is seldom unambiguously attested in Attic epigraphy.Nevertheless, it is possible to point to a
few cases in which the goal of disclosure is to inform the citizen body. It is
tempting to argue from these instances for a general ethic of public writing in ancient Athens. As Meritt remarks,even a few such instances "imply a sense of public responsibility which must also have been felt in the
publication of many documents where these express reasons are not formally stated."'24
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forcefullythan she does. Some scholars,
such as Immerwahr(1992), are
unconvinced;I note, however,that
Immerwahr'spoint rests entirelyon
assertion:he cites no texts to support
his contention. For the verbs normally
used in Greek for "to read,"see
Chantraine1950.
129. Hedrick 1994. Cf. Thomas
1989; and Svenbro1993.
130. Chamberset al. 1990;
Mattingly 1992.
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In the consideration of the link between the practice of erecting inscriptions and democratic ideology, the most interesting formula is also the
rarest. In certain cases it is claimed that a text is erected "so that anyone
who desires can see it" (axo?Elv T-c 3ooAoyivcw). The language used in
the formula, though austere,is significant. The reference to "the one who
wishes," o poukiO6?VO;, is important because it alludes to the attested
ideals of the democracy.The ideal of citizenship that this word presumes,
however, is considerably older. The conception of the citizen as a voluntaryparticipantin the political activitiesof the state (i.e., as 6 3ou0oX6jvo;)
goes back in all likelihood at least to the time of Solon.125In the Classical
period this presumption is one of the elementary underpinnings of demoThe verb used in the formula, cXO7IrLV,is also intercratic government.126
esting. In Athenian epigraphy the word is rare,occurring only as a part of
It has northis formula.The verb derives from a root meaning "to see."127
it
be
been
that
in
this
context
must
understood
as roughly
mally
presumed
the equivalent of "to read."Lately, however, its meaning in the context of
this formula has become controversial.Rosalind Thomas has now argued
that ancient inscriptions had at least as much of a monumental as a textual
character,and that consequently the verb here should be given at least
some of its more literal force: for a democratic Athenian, an inscription
The common and
was as much a thing to be seen as a thing to be read.128
word
for
other
in
Classical Greek
(and
unambiguous
"reading" inscriptions
is
for
should
a
more
texts),
instance, &vaytyvcaxoW.Why
specialized verb
for "to read"be used here in the formula?If axoTcesv does mean "to read,"
what might its connotations be?129
The usage of the verb in this formula
that
that
information,
is, content of the text, is to be comclearly suggests
municated. Nevertheless, it would be a mistake to presume too quickly
that the verb must consequently mean "to read."I have rendered it here,
without prejudice,as "to see."I expect to return to this formula elsewhere.
The formula aoxowtsvXtc 3ooXoVtIvcpoccurs in only five Athenian
inscriptions, all (with one interesting exception) from the 5th century B.C.
In fact the chronological range of its usage can be narrowed down even
further:the four examples from the 5th century appear to be clustered in
the 430s and 420s. There is only one apparent exception: the "Coinage
Decree" (IGI3 1453 = Meiggs-Lewis, no. 45), which has traditionallybeen
dated to 450-446. As has recently been shown, however, the stylistic criterion (i.e., the dating of the three-barredsigma) that was used to assign this
inscription to the mid-5th century is faulty. On historical grounds, the
text probablybelongs to the late 420s, a date consistent with the other uses
of the formula.130
Unlike most other formulae of disclosure, which are generally preserved in honorific decrees, the proviso "that anyone who desires can see
it" occurs chiefly in the context of financial documents, and more particularly, in financial documents of the Athenian empire. The "Coinage Decree"concerns the minting of money in Athens and the empire. Another
of the texts in which the formula occurs (IG I3 60) deals with the tribute of
the Athenian empire. A third (IG I3 140) is too fragmentaryfor confident
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identification. The last (IG I3 133) is concerned with a naval tax levied in
the name of the Athenian demos and of Castor and Pollux.
One occurrence of the formula is so unusual that it requires special
and more elaborate comment. It appears much later than the others, and
in the context of a document concerned with laws rather than finances.
The inscription (IG II2 487) that reports the formula is a decree in honor
of a certain Euchares, son of Euarchos of Konthyle, and dates to 304/3
B.C., that is, to the period of the democracy restored by Demetrios
This regime had reconstituted the old democratic board of
Poliorketes.131
nomothetaiin orderto reestablishthe democraticlaws of the city. Euchares,
as a member of this board, had distinguished himself by "takingcare of the
inscription of the laws, so that all the laws passed in the archonship of
Pherekles [i.e., 304/3 B.C.]be set out for anyone who wishes to see, and
no one be ignorant of the city's laws" ([Sz\]\i\LX, 0Qr ?S xaXL -Tr
o
Lt] 7dC[VS?E
Tiovv v]16 o tv 0Z6So av ?XT?[6
[(xvayp[oa(pc
5c] I apXovtog axownXiv
v(?v)loVo[tJo]0|6?Tyt?Voo L [?cm]fsps[Ex[ou
[TLC]cpouXo[?'vCo]tL xcxatP18? ELtS&yV[O]?LVTOOS;TC5; [7r60]11XEIIc

v6o,uos) (lines 4-10). The inscription then provides a justification for its
own erection, in terms that are much more usual for the late 4th century
(for discussion of this formula, see pp. 416-420 below): "so that the Boule
may appearto returnappropriatethanks for benefits rendered"(O' co) [Ov]
,
o5v
PoU?x [poa]ldvYJuat a6aXv x)6apt[v]SxaGrt [C] a[7to]18&8oo(aC
T6OVT7SYXotLVVeVV,
e8o0COat tE pouXet
[TL]IL)(Layc0ft
[?]\ucvLv?aio

E6X&apYv E6aCp)o0

Kov0[o]lIX06?v

xocatoCayov&aoct

ocTorv X.T.A.) (lines 10-15).
The justification for setting the laws out "for all to see" is spelled out
here more clearly than anywhere else: so that no one should be ignorant of
the laws of the city.This unparalleledassertion is of capital importance for
the interpretation of the formula, and for the general interpretation of the
political significance of written texts in ancient Athens. Clearly some texts
at least were intended to inform the citizenry at large of the political norms
and regulations of the city, and so have what a modern would regard as a
peculiarlydemocraticforce.The phraseaxomelv tc) (ooXoQuvqc is clearly
associated in this instance with this sentiment.
Even so, there are more difficulties and peculiarities in the use of the
formula in this instance than may be immediately obvious. To begin with,
the formula is not simply appended to the inscription on which it is inscribed, as is customary;rather it is cited within the text of the inscription.
Euchares is honored for setting out a text "forall to see."The decree honoring him, however, is not; rather it is erected "so that the Boule may appear to repay a benefaction."The juxtaposition of the two formulae raises
questions for which there are no obvious answers.Is there some difference
in the force of these formulae?Their juxtaposition would seem to imply
that this is the case. Does one have a more "democratic"force than the
other?
Another difficulty is raised by the isolation of the formula here from
its other attestations. All other known Athenian uses of the phrase date to
more than a century before this inscription was erected. So we may wonder whether the use of the formula in this instance is archaizing, and to

131.Forgeneralcommentary
on the
inscription,
Syll3336;forthe political
of the honorand,Habicht
background
1979,p. 23.
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132. I believe that this is the case
and will arguethe point elsewhere:see
Hedrick, forthcoming(b).
133. Cf. furtherthe inscriptions
collectedby Dittenberger,Syll.3index
s.v.
134. In the 4th-centuryinscription
from Oropos, terminologyhas probably
been influencedby Athenian documents. Cf. generallySyll.31004 and

LSCGno.69.The inscriptionfrom

Amorgos dates to the end of the 2nd
century.For the text of this inscription
see furtherIG XII suppl.p. 146 and
SEG XXX 1084. Approximationsof the
formulaarefound in three inscriptions.
A text from Halasarna,dating to ca.
200 (Syll.31023, lines 65-72), specifies
that a text is to be posted on axowri?LV

(t) xpeiovtL.In an inscriptionfrom
Ephesos dating to the beginning of the
3rd century(Syll.3384, Face A, lines
22-23 = I. Ephesos4), it is orderedthat
a copy of a text, almost certainly
written on a whitewashedwooden
board (X;6Vxolio), is to be handed over
to a secretary(EvTLypacpr6o) "sothat
any citizen who wishes may see"(iv'
?

]iLT

fOPOUXO|l&VO.l

TOt

ZtOXtTV

Ecpopav).The same formulais found
in a recentlypublishedinscription
dating to the first half of the 2nd
centuryB.C. from Klazomenai(SEG
XXIX 1130 bis, line 8).
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what extent its use here reflects its early connotations. The political context of the inscription is one that would foster such archaisms.The democracy restoredin 307 after almost fifteen years of tyranny and oligarchy
was self-consciously concerned with returningto Athens' democratic past.
As seen below, other inscriptions from this period are also infected with
this political nostalgia. The issue of continuity between texts of the mid5th century and this late-4th-century decree is also puzzling: why did the
phrase vanish from political inscriptions in the late 5th and early 4th centuries? Is it possible that it is especially used for documents other than
those that are inscribed on stone?132
The occurrence of the formula in two literary authors may help to
explain its use in this late-4th-century context. Andokides, quoting a decree from the end of the 5th century, cites the phrase (1.83 and 84), and
some years later in the mid-4th century,Demosthenes uses the formula as
well (24.18). Significantly, the nomothetaiare mentioned in both contexts.
The verb ?XTtr6Y0t also figures prominently in each passage: Andokides
speaks of "setting out [the laws] on boards before the eponymous heroes
for anyone who desires to see" ('v oaavitcv EXTtrOVTCOV TQpo TOC;S
&7tcVtvou; oxonreiv TO pouXo[tivcp); Demosthenes likewise says that
the laws, once written, are to be "set out before the eponymous heroes"
(EX0eLvoi nC

po0ev-C

v
TcoV
ECc[VLV

ypc)V

aVa

oc axorsiv

zT

pofoXoV?V(c). The verb ?XTL6y0tLoccurs in other contexts in connection
with the nomothetai(IG II2 244, line 8), or is used to describe the use of
wooden boards as a medium to display writing (IG 112 1237, face B, lines
123 and 124).133The two non-Athenian uses of the formula, Syll.31004,
lines 40-43 (Oropos) and IG XII 7, 515, line 89 (Aigiale on Amorgos),
also use the formula of information posted on wooden boards.134
OHQE

AN

EIAQEI

The occurrences of this formula are of two major types. One is an impersonal form: "so that it may be possible to know" (6orcc; ocv ?t [or ?if]
Ci3svou). This form is very rare,with only two attestations, one from the
late 5th century, the other from the end of the 4th. In the more usual,
personal formulation, it is claimed that an inscription is erected "so that
they (or, very rarely,he) may know": oToC; ocv esioat (or siTL8N).I find
forty-eight instances of this "personal"form, ranging in date from the 4th
to the 1st centuries B.C. An early approximationof the formula is found in
a phratry document, IG II2 1237, face B, lines 116-125, dating to 396/5.
Otherwise the first uses of the formula date to around 353/2 (IG I2 183,
lines 5-9, and 196, lines 11-14) and henceforth the sentiment is common.
I find twenty-seven occurrences in the 4th century B.C.,and seventeen in
the 3rd. After the 3rd century,use of the formula declines. There are only
three instances from the 2nd century B.C. and one from the 1st.
The evidence for the impersonal form, though very small, is tantalizThe
first example of the formula is found in an inscription recording
ing.
the regulations for the sanctuaryof Kodrus, Neleus, and Basile (IG I3 84,
line 26), dating to 418/7. The inscription is said to be erected 0noos av
LE8ivouaI tr[t] PoXo[i'vot, "so that it may be possible for anyone who
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wishes to know."The later of the pair is a decree relating to the construction of the city walls, IG II2 463, dating to 307/6.135This inscription is
erected "so that it may be possible for any Athenian who desires to know
and to examine the matters [i.e., finances] pertaining to the walls," [ObicXs
'A]60Y[v]aoctv s?voa xoaL?[i?T]aj[et]V t[a]
jt To 3oo]?DoV[?VcoL
T-co
(lines 30-31).
7epL
T[?tlXYI]
As in the formula axooesiv -T 3ooXo?iEvqw, discussed above, the citizen who is to have access to the inscription is described in terms of democraticvoluntarism, as "onewho wishes,"6 poouXO6,vo;. The later instance
of the formula is especially important for the elaboration that it provides.
The inscription is made available so that citizens can examine what has
been done with reference to the city walls. The use of the verb siTaEZletv
is interesting. It is a peculiarly Athenian term. It commonly occurs in inventories, and, as we see here, refers to the financial accountability of the
Athenian state to its citizens.136Here then, we have an expression of a
sentiment that has become a virtual commonplace in modern democratic
thought: the affairs of the state are made public because the state is accountable to its citizens. The activities of the state are therefore open to
scrutiny.
The rarity of the formula and the dates of the two attestations pose
interesting problems. To begin with, it is curious that there are only two
cases of the impersonal formula, when the personal variation is so common. Does the impersonal type have different connotations than the personal? It should be noted that the earliest instance of this impersonal type
antedatesthe earliestpersonalformulationof the sentiment by some twenty
years. There is also the problem of the later example of the impersonal
form: it is contemporary with many attestations of the more common,
personal formulation, but it is separated from the only other instance of
the impersonal form by more than a century.In fact, it dates to a period of
democratic revival, to the time of the restoration of the democracy by
Demetrios Poliorketes. There is a parallel: as we have seen, all but one
instance of the formula uxoclsv TC 3ooXo1i6?V date to the 5th century
B.C. The one exception occurs during this same period of democratic revival, in 304/3 B.C. It appears,then, that the later instance of the impersonal form is another product of an archaizing, democratic nostalgia that
was current in Athens during the last decade of the 4th century.
Both examples of the impersonal type of the formula occur in inscriptions that are concerned with building and property.By contrast, the instances of the more common form occur in the context of honorific decrees.These decrees areerectedby the Athenian state and its variousofficial
and "parapolitical"subgroupings: soldiers, ephebes, demes, phratries,
orgeones,and thiasoi,for example.The formula recorded in IG 112 222, lines
11-15, is typical: "so that all may know that the Athenian people return
135.On thisinscriptionseeMaier
great favors to those who benefit them" ([ortcl; a]v siocnov a7ravT[s]5
1959, I1,no. 11, and Winter 1959.
o&n6 8?Vto; [6 I 'A0]Yjvocuiv aCo8&85oav
1[Iy]Xacg
To;
X)tTcP
136.Forthisverbandits usessee
v
TuY;C6votal[C to]5
sEspyTooaiLv etaotroll[v xal] &aOvouuV CTLV
Wilhelm 1941, pp. 29-30; Treheux
8Yiaoo). The subject of the verb "to know" varies according to context.
1956, pp. 467-474. Kallet-Marx(1994)
Most are limited in some way: e.g., "allwho march with the Athenians"
hasnowdiscussedthe issueof financial
in somedetail.
(IG IP2276, lines 15-18); "allwho desire to show good will to the Atheaccountability
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nians" (IG II2 196, lines 11-14); "those who may be allotted office in the
future"(AgoraXVI 112, lines 12-20) or simply "the others" (IG II2 391,
lines 10-12). In honorific contexts, even when the subject is explicitly indicated to be "all,"it is reasonable to understand "all(who may wish to be
benefactors of the Athenians)."
It remains to consider the relationship between the personal type of
the formula and democratic sentiment. Unfortunately the verb used in the
formula, es86alv, is vague and flexible, and admits a wide range of connotations. In many (if not most) instances, those who should come to "know"
by means of the inscription are a ratherlimited group-potential donorsand what they are expected to come to "know"is only that the Athenian
people are generous and scrupulous in returning favors. While this is a
communication of knowledge, there is nothing especially democratic about
the knowledge itself or the motivation for communicating it. Even more
elaborate confirmation of this connotation "to know" is provided if we
extend our search to include participial forms of elsevocLin various other
formulae. I find no fewer than 119 occurrencesof the verb in the contexts
of the various formulae of disclosure. So, for example, one inscription (IG
II2 300, lines 2-5) is erected "sothat in the future all may become benefactors, in the knowledge that the people return favors to those who benefit
it" (67otx; [ov xocltTOXOLtrOv
OCrvTkV];(piXootuvto.V sdLO[C1;6o]T-6
Vjitoq;
xcpVT?cq&co7o8[t]8xc7vTOEqElI; eoCurov pLXoTt[Vo]oD?VoL().
Another inscription (IG II2 786, lines 15-17) is said to be erected "so that
it may be an incentive for all to become benefactors, knowing that the
people will returnthe appropriatefavor,as is their ancestralcustom"(o0rxX&
ov o5v pca6.LtXXov
?[] sospysTs[e v Tcautv?i8o]Inav ont xolc6 81105,
7irrtpLOv
xOCO06r?p aOTUd[t

?CTrV, a&o]\81(3a

T61V 7rpornqxocOav

?xCxaTo[t< xapv]).

Nevertheless, in certain contexts it is clear that the formula has an
approximatelydemocraticforce, in the sense that the document is intended
to pass on information that will make participation possible among a certain group. So, in a decree of the tribe Erechtheis, an individual is honored
because he passed a decree that made it possible for all members of the
tribe to know the extent of their corporateproperty,and so that the appropriate magistrates could supervise the use of these holdings: Eypcxe 8?
cpviy[oca 0iTO; av ['Ep?s6?Jl8auL ?L8&[amv&T]ocvtc? T ?cxo-rcv
xM-r' vaocTOV
xT-rx-qAT xal ol SMEXcynal I ol aClsLxxO0Latasvot
T?
Te L c Tc[llocTc 81c ToOevuAxTOV C XOMX0VTcLtT-OC
?CT
pOC8&'ovT;
xCpcoca l ysJCpysiTlacL xcxC6 -rasc ouvOYxaoc; xalc TOOb opoou; ?l
sac-TnjxoaLv xaroc TriOc
a'rc, x.T.X. (IG II2 1165, lines 17-22). The
mxl

least ambiguous example of all is provided by a phratry document from
the beginning of the 4th century (IG II2 1237, face B, lines 116-125): "so
that the phratry members may know who is going to be introduced, let
their patronym, and their demotic and the name of their mother's father
and his deme be registeredwith the phratriarchin the first year,or that in
which the sacrifice of the koureonis brought; and let the phratriarchwrite
up the names of those registered and display them in the place that the
Dekeleians frequent, and let the priest write them up on a whitewashed
board and display them in the sanctuaryof Leto" (o6rwc 8' asv Es&8ct ol
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Icppts?p5

t0U 7rpcTot
too
o; vsXoovrac; sioaysaOal, acCrolypa1cpaOcLat
TObO
xOac
TO
TO
Gt
av
?T?l ij
8yjou
xoopsolv OyS
OVOOC7aarocTp6Oy
ov I 9pUpaTOpapxov,
xocal jI115;
z
cipo;
PnYTpo6;aotpo60sv xaO TOO
8iryjou
TOv a8 pp0paTp0a[pXov oyepa]laji?VCq v avaypaccav-ca
?x[T6LevaL
ObOO av A?X]I|?X??S 70po(pOLT
L, ?XTLC[ivaLr8x8 a TOV Iep?a] I
avocypaoavroc Sv 7avt84[o Xeouxolev TCj i?p]llt Tc;CAnYTyO;).Here
names of candidates for admission to the organization are inscribed and
posted, so that those who will vote on the names can inform themselves in
advance and vote intelligently. Again, this passage presumes a political
significance of writing that has come to be a truism in modern democratic
states: texts are published to inform citizens, so that they can participate
effectively and wisely in democratic processes.
OHnQ

AN

DAINHTAI,

(DANEPON

HI

Easily the most common of the formulae of disclosure are those framed in
terms of some verbal or adjectival form of paivolma. Including all variants, I identify 157 occurrences.I divide these roughly into three groups:
the "verbalform" (e.g., o6rw; ocv gpaiovtarl); the "impersonal adjectival
form"(o0cc;oav (pavep0ov "); and the "personaladjectivalform"(e.g., otXc
The use of the verb cpa(vo,VaL gives a passive
av (pavepot ytyvcovTaoct).
flavor to the formula, by the standardsof the formulaewe have considered
to this point. Rather than dictating the activity of those who are to consume the inscription (e.g., "sothat they may see"or "know,"etc.), the focus
here is on the inscription itself, or on those who have produced it: "so that
they will appear,"or "so that the text will appear."
I find 122 instances of the verbal variant of the formula. There are a
few (by my count, four) instances that occur toward the end of the 4th
century.The earliest of these is a fragment of a grant of citizenship (IC 112
438, line 6), which appears to date to sometime in the last third of the
century.The other three examples of the formula all date to the very end
of the century, that is, to the period of democratic revival sponsored by
Demetrios Poliorketes, between 305/4 and 302/1 (IG 112477, line 19; 487,
lines 10-12; 501, lines 3-4). The bulk of the examples of the verbalvariant
are found in the 3rd through 1st centuries B.C.:I count 32 instances from
the 3rd century,47 from the 2nd, and 36 from the 1st. There is an abrupt
drop in imperial times: there are only three examples from the 1st century
A.C.

The subject of the verbal form varies according to context. Most commonly it is the people, or the demos. In other cases it is an organ of the
government, particularlythe Boule, that is the subject. Often too, Boule
and demos are coupled as subjects of the verb. Other groups as well may
serve as the subject of the clause, although it is noteworthy how seldom
the formula is used in decrees other than those of the state. Most notably,
the formula is used in inscriptions of orgeonesand ephebes.
No fewer than 118 occurrencesof this formula occur in the context of
honorific inscriptions (including grants of citizenship). What is to appear
from the erection of the inscription is regularlyspecified by the addition of
a participle agreeing with the subject of(pacvo[tar. As expected, the grati-
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tude of the sponsoring agency for a service rendered is commonly emphasized in such texts, and so it is especially common to describe the erection
of the text in terms of a repayment, or compensation, for a favor.The most
common way of expressing this sentiment is by means of the participial
form of o&Toi8o!i,, "to give back" (e.g., 6o&t86O vTe; (paivoVTrao). This
combination occurs at least eighteen times. The earliest instances occur at
the end of the 4th century (IG II2 487, lines 10-12, and 501, lines 3-4). I
find twelve attestations from the 3rd century B.C.;the remaining four date
to the 2nd century. Other verbs that are commonly used to express the
notion of compensation include crno8ex'o[cLand Octov4txo. There are
five occurrences of the formula Tco8egX'[kvo0e(poacvcvtoa:all but one
are found in ephebic documents of the late 1st century B.C. (IG II2 1039,
lines 58-59; 1040+, lines 32-33; 1041, lines 25-26; 1043, line 51);137the
exception is found in a document of 106/5 B.C. (cited in Joseph.AJ 14.154,
line 5). There are eleven instances of the formula &7cov?0ovTeS;
poivcovTcLt; all but one, a decree of some orgeones (IG II2 1337, lines 9-

11), are found in bouleutic texts. All instances are approximatelycontemporary,occurring in the late 2nd or early 1st centuries B.C.
Another reason commonly alleged for the erection of the inscription
is "so that they [e.g., the demos] may appearto do honor" to the benefactor. The participle most commonly used to express this idea is TLVT?5vs;,
which occurs more than fifty times. Most of the examples come from the
2nd (twenty-one instances) and 1st (twenty-two instances) centuries B.C. I
find ten occurrencesfrom the 3rd century B.C.; the earliest of these date to
the beginning of the century (IG II2 672, lines 10-11; 682, lines 64-66;
693, lines 2-4; 721, lines 2-5). On two occasions the middle of the verb
(ptXoT-,Lr) is used, the same verb that is often used to describe the actions

of the honorand toward the sponsoring agency (IG 112 653, lines 29-32;
1236, lines 11-13). A more common formula (twelve instances), which
also expresses the idea of "doing honor,"employs a participle of the verb
In all cases the object of the participle is 7rpovoxocv(e.g., o0cL)o
TcoottCxt.C
OCVOOV YacoLVCOVTC
TcoIOO6iVOL TiC; Oo?0: IG
7[X]rcR]7T[YV] I rpOVOLOCV
112 1328, lines 35-37). This formula is employed chiefly, but not exclu-

137. The formulais restoredin IG
II2 1040, 1041, and 1043 on the basis of
1039. The restorationsare reasonably
secure.

sively, in the context of bouleutic or ephebic documents. The earliest attestation of the formula by far is provided by a 3rd-century B.C. bouleutic
decree (IG 112 698, lines 15-19), which dates to about 289/8. No other
examples are known before the 2nd century, when there are four cases.
Most occurrencesof the formula (seven), however, date to the 1st century
B.C. Finally, the idea of honoring or valuing can be brought acrosswith the
participle o&tobvTsc, which is used once (IG 112 1011, lines 43-45).
Another group of verbs clusters around the significant idea that the
inscription is erected in order to commemorate an honorand or a benefaction. In five cases the perfect participle of uti,vaxco is used to expressthis
notion: that is, ,s,vqievot
qpawvccvTaw(AgoraXVI 224, lines 25-27; 239,
112
lines 7-9; IG
835, lines 15-18; 1308, lines 16-17; 1326, lines 23-27).
All of these date to the late 3rd or early 2nd century B.C. A related form
occurs in two bouleutic texts from the 2nd century B.C. (IG 112 956, lines
22-24; 958, lines 18-21). Here it is claimed that the inscription is erected
"so that they may appear to commemorate"a benefaction or "so that they
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may appear to keep the benefaction in mind" (VvILove6ovT?s
(paoivovtca). The same idea is occasionally expressedusing the participles
cOv (two examples) or 8-aCTYpCov
(three examples), "to guard"
a8poX9aro?
or "to observe," or "to preserve,"in the sense of "to keep in mind." For
example, an inscription might be erected "so that the Boule and demos
may appear to watch over its debts for its benefactors"(oTxcoSov oiv r
86
[tro; ECpy0Ttc;] tac;
o; (POC
paLNTqoa&6aCpoXlarTtov
pooXi' xal O6
XpTa(;: IGII2 677, lines 7-8; cf. IG 1121134, frs. c-e, lines 75-76). Again,
the motivation might be stated to be "so that the people may always appear to observe the honors granted to its benefactors and their descen6O
v xal Oto
dants" (60S7co; oC
v
xact
nav
Et; ?iC?]pyi?TLc
;C[l arol&
86mozlpoV ac; 8e8o[ieva [TL[a6c;]:
troi; ?xy6voL[; acxi5ov ypouvulTial]
IG II2 716, lines 6-8). The sentiment is expressed more abstractly and
generally in an inscription from the late 2nd century B.C., which is said to
be erected "so that the Boule and demos may appear not only to preserve
the ancestralcustoms but to fortify the sacrifices and honors in a good and
holy manner, so that they may also obtain from the gods worthy favors in
return" (6?c`S oov Yi T? po(AX xac 6 8J(o; I (paivovCao ov6 6vov
VT?;s T 0c Tpoca, aXXa XOal7TpO(7?76[a6]OV<T?C;> I TCg;T?
&8OTplpOv
T
iOapaO
tJv 0e[v]
Ou7acOcxalt tacST[Vjac xa.XO ; xal Oes)EPd), 'iva xal
I XTcYcovcTOCL
tac; xaTaoiaxo XcpvToc;: SEGXXI 469, fr. c, lines 17-20). In
the third case (AgoraXVI 335, lines 64-65) the prefix aoc- is dropped
from the participle (Trpobvre; (pocvvCOVTaC).

An interesting, but unusual, reason for having an inscription erected is
so that the sponsoring agency "may appear to obey the law of the city"
vo[COL
(rZ?i6apXoovT0c;TEoRTY; o0tXscX;
(Pac vcovTcL:IG I2 1283, lines
9-13). The phrase "obey the law" is commonly used in ephebic inscriptions, and it more often describes those who are honored by an inscription
(e.g., IG I12 1011, lines 22-23: "so that the people may appear to honor
those who obey the laws")than the motivation for erecting the inscription.
In either case, this sentiment returns us to consideration of expressly political motives for the use of writing. Here, the inscription is imagined as a
kind of affirmation of the laws of the state. While this sentiment is not
commonly associated with the democratic ideal of writing in the modern
world, it may provide a clue to some of the democratic connotations of
inscriptions in ancient Athens.
The impersonal variant of this formula occurs far less frequently than
the verbal form: I find only twelve occurrences. One of these is unparalleled, using the verb 1oCOI: 60cco av qavspov
co0 (IG I2 1318, lines
of
the
3rd
to
the
end
9-13, dating perhaps
century B.C.). The others are
a&aat v (or
homogeneous: o07co;ov cpocvpov f (or yyvYjviyc,yvyc)
TraCcv). A variety of sponsoring agencies are attested using this formula:
the state, a thiasos,a garrison.Without exception the formula is directed to
"all";that is, when the impersonal form is used, it is invariablyintended to
be consumed by all. The earliest of these dates to 321/18 (IG 112 392, lines
1-3). The next earliest, IG II2 505, lines 41-43, dates to the end of the
century, 302/1, and four of the other occurrences are contemporary with
it, dating to the first quarterof the 3rd century.Three more instances occur in the middle or late 3rd century B.C. Two texts date to the end of the
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2nd or beginning of the 1st century B.C. (IG II2 1028, lines 93-96; 1037,
lines 12-13). The only inscription later than this century is much later: it
dates to the time of Hadrian (IG II2 1088, frs. c-d, lines 45-46).
Virtually all of the instances of the impersonal variant of the formula
occur in honorific contexts, and as might be expected, what "appears"from
the erection of the inscription is the willingness of the sponsoring agency
to reciprocate a good turn. The force of the impersonal construction is
defined by indirect statements or, more rarely,by imperatives (direct or
indirect) describing the honor to be rendered (IG I12 1273, lines 18-21;
1318, lines 9-13). In practically every case, the inscription is erected to
make it clear that "the demos returnsa favor"or "knowshow (?fCLOTxaocL)
to return a favor."In two instances an inscription is erected "to make it
clear that (a group) knows how to honor a benefactor"(IG II2 1300, lines
5-7; Agora XVI 181, lines 19-23). In one case, however, dating to the
middle of the 3rd century, an additional motivation is spelled out. The
inscription is intended to have a memorial character:"so that there should
be a memorial of the gift and it should be apparentto all that the Athenian
people know how to repay favors to their benefactors"(oiws ci v .Lu[9l,rti
C 9cops&alC
xoacpa]lvp6v racocal[votr 6 8pi0og 61 'AOYjvaicov
y6vYJcTac
?7uolT]aXTyXpLcTca[g6no886voca IToiC EpyTo6
?]?pL?T]V
ivaor6v X.T.X.:
IG IP2 805, lines 5-9).
I find only twenty-four occurrences of the "personal adjectival" variant

of the formula.The life of this variant of the formula is contemporarywith
the occurrencesof the "impersonaladjectival"form. I count three instances
from the 4th century B.C., nine from the 3rd, eleven from the 2nd, and one
from the 1st century B.C. Easily the earliest use is in IG 112 1629 (face A
front, col. a, lines 201-204), which dates to 325/4 B.C. As might have been
predicted, the formula occurs regularlyin an honorific context, where the
motivation for the erection of the inscription consequently is to repay a
kindness or debt owed. The subject of the formula may be the agency that
had the inscription erected (e.g., the demos or the Boule or a thiasos), or it

may be an abstractquality of the sponsoring agency, which is responsible
for the erection of the text, for instance, its (p9Xot,ttoc or sovotoc, or
As usual, the most common motivation alleged by this formula for the
erection of an inscription is to show that the sponsoring agency returns
benefactions in a worthy manner. In one interesting but heavily restored
case, however, a grant of citizenship from the early 2nd century (188/7
B.C.), the inscription is erected so that what the city has given him should
endure apparent:[voc 8e xxl (pavspa Da0CpTTax?Yn(pia]7]a?voc OCOTCL
I [piX6vOpO7roc 6rCoTcob yioou (IG 112893, frs. b-c, lines 26-27). Here,
the motivation is evidently less to show that the demos knows how to
return a favor (and so to prompt more) than to provide evidence of the
benefits that the city has conferred. Presumably,the inscription may serve
as a guarantee, in case the privileges of citizenship should be contested.
The "personaladjectivalform"may also announce that the inscription
is intended to commemorate a person or deed. An Athenian inscription in
honor of Antiochos dating to 175/4, found at Pergamum, provides an in-

teresting instance of this motive (OGIS 248, lines 22-27): the inscription
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is erected "sothat the demos may appearto be first in the return of a favor,
and may appearto honor those who are spontaneous benefactors of themselves and their friends, and may appear to lead noble actions into eternal
sy
X6ipotToO
memory, now just as before" (0o6w av o5[v] I 6O8r1oC
coooEst. (pa(vYltct
crpoT6zco[vl I xaotTob; aocutovxaoc-TobscpXoo;S
av)EooCEi Tt-cov xac t6c xaXcdx
EospysTouvToc;[] I dcapaxXcyrttoou cpo
Tci[v] I Epycv

d
(&'iOL[i
lCvyinjtvYv

cvdcyov xal viv xaO67r?[p] II xal

ripOT?pov).
The adjective opavspo6 may also be used to refer to the dissemination
of the content of a written text. In one case, an inscription of the early 3rd
century A.C.(IG I 1078, lines 36-38), provision is made "that this proposal be exposed [literally,become apparent] to the Areiopagos and the
Boule of the Five Hundred and to the hierophant and to the genos of the
Eumolpidai" (yEv?aOal 8?Tiv yvc4jVYVT-cTx6V qpa[vsp]ldv xac Til ?g
'Apstoo 7c6yoUo ouXji xaocl T pooX[tl] Tov I D v xacl T ?LEpopdcvrJL
xaot -Tt
EO6[to]X7t8iv).
yW vse TOUV
OIHQ

AN E<DAMIAAON

HI

I find forty-six instances of this formula.There is one early instance that
dates to the 330s (IG II2 330, lines 36-37). Another pair date to the last
years of the 4th century (IG II2 558, lines 11-17; AgoraXVI 120, lines 47). The bulk of the attestations, some twenty-nine occurrences, however,
date to the 3rd century. Another thirteen instances can be placed in the
2nd century.A lone inscription attests the formula in the 1st century B.C.
(IG II2 1045, lines 2-4).
Inscriptions in which this formula is used are intended to provoke a
competition of benefactors. The inscription is to be set up as an "incenwhich literally means something like "athing to be
tive," an epdtVLXXov,
contended for."As might be expected, the formula occurs regularlyin honorific inscriptions. When this formula is used, the audience for the inscription is normally conceived as composed of those who will potentially
benefit the Athenian state in the future. In some cases it is hoped that the
inscription will inspire all to compete on behalf of the Athenian state. In
other instances the "targetaudience is described more specifically as those
who are favorablydisposed (qpLXo-t(oo6Vs?VO),or, even more commonly,
as potential future officeholders. It is hoped that these will be inspired to
similargenerosity or responsible administration.Thus, in an example from
the mid-2nd century B.C. (IG II2 1329, lines 19-22), the inscription is
erected "so that it may be an incentive for those who may be favorably
disposed, knowing that they will receive appropriatethanks for their benefactions" ('iva oiuv IIECpd4AtXXov troi; d'Ei (pkXOtLtooVy[eVOq, ei86T?c
6oi

LoWac;
XdpCTaec

xoVto53vTca wV

&v
ae0spyes-iTjaolGLv).

As I pointed out at the beginning of the discussion of the formulae of
disclosure, the traditionallyhierarchicalvalues of competition and patronage can be turned to suit the ideology of democracy.Rather than imagining competition and benefaction as undertaken for personal prestige, they
can be imagined as subordinated to the common interests of the state.
Two instances, both from the period of the democracy restored by
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Demetrios Poliorketes, illustrate how the values of competition can be
made to serve democratic values. The first is a grant of citizenship, dating
to about 303/2. The inscription is erected "so that it may be an incentive
to all to compete unhesitatingly on behalf of the policy of the kings
and the freedom of the Greeks" ([ooXs 68']oev ?pdc(?TLXoV?j 7al[oL
GovacycovL]?0oa6L

TpocpaotOzcol[

T-CT? tov] paColAxiCVTPo0aLpSoSL

I [xoclTYt -cT]v 'EXXAYvov
AXo0spLoc:IG II2 558, lines 11-14). A second
inscription, which dates to about the same time (303/2-301/0), expresses
the same sentiment. It is erected "so that it may be an incentive to all to
compete on behalf of the demos of the Athenians and the salvation of the
other Greeks"([oC7osaOvScp6aLXXOVjIkxXa]L &aSCLv
67rsp
OCy[Covi7aiOw
)TC TcOvaXXcov 'ElXXAhjv(v
tob 8yilo]o toO- 'AOry[voaico xaol
o-cT[-YpiocLs]:
AgoraXVI 120, lines 4-7).
OnQr

YIIAPXHI

YrIOMNHMA

I find thirty-six examples of this formula.The two earliest of these date to
the end of the 4th centuryB.C. (AgoraXVI 123, lines 21-23; IG 112570, lines
10-11), that is, again,to the period of the democracyrestoredby Demetrios
Poliorketes.There arethen eight instances of the formulafrom the 3rd century,twenty-three from the 2nd, and two from the 1st century B.C.
One of the important qualities of the monument is its endurance.The
fact that the object lasts is precisely what makes it possible to serve as a
reminder:words and deeds may be ephemeral, memory unreliable;but as
long as the monument stands it will recall to mind what is gone. Endurance is emphasized in this formula. Sometimes it is claimed that the inscription should be an eternal monument; other times it is suggested that
the monument will last "for the rest of time" (e.g., IG II2 1224, frs. a-c,
lines 4-5; 1326, lines 47-48; 1534, face B, frs. a-k, line 157; SEG XXVIII
60, lines 104-105; OGIS 248, lines 53-54 [cf. lines 22-27]). This quality
of the monument is emphasized by the verb that is usually used in the
formula: 6i7cp-Yqt,which has overtones of physical being and endurance.
So, for instance, an inscription is erected "sothat there may be an enduring
monument of the gift given him by the demos" ([0]'7tCL) [8' av oV]v
O 8yj[ooo 8Z8o[olEV]YoI 8)]p?a&
c; 4[a0yXYJL
67T[6vY[VaT-C v TO6c6
lines
or
"so
that
there
ocwTrc]: GII2 570,
10-11); again,
may be an enduring monument for him of his goodwill toward the demos" (Ttcoq 8' &v
xOCt O760VjCa

6CpXsl

OcTicL 7lr?pltT-iv 7cpOS I Tov [86]9Pov svoOa6c:

IG II2 908, lines 17-18). The more innocuous verb "to be" is used in the
formula relatively rarely (SEG XXV 155, lines 38-40; ASAtene 3 (19411942) p. 83, no. 5, lines 3-4; AgoraXVI 123, lines 21-23; IG II2 653, lines
50-52; 706, lines 5-6).
In context, the inscription can be intended as a reminder (o76ivYuiac)
of the good deed that the benefactor renderedthe demos. So, for example,
in IG II2 677, lines 18-19 (an inscription of the mid-3rd century B.C.), it is
claimed that the inscription is erected "so that there may be an enduring
for him of his good disposition ([0o;cS
cxv ouv aciT)L
An
cTi (puXolI[TLnpicx]). inscription can also be ino6VoVYJCia07p6cp]x)lt

monument

tended to commemorate the demos's repayment of a benefaction, as in IG
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II2 570, lines 10-11. In some instances, the inscription is intended to commemorate both the favor of the benefactor and the response by the demos.
In IG II2 653, lines 50-52 (dating to 289/8 B.C.),for instance, the inscription is intended to be "areminder of his kindliness and of the privileges
granted him in addition to those that he already has" (0tcoxSav 8e xoa
c tv
x]mTOX]L
ao)p?lCV -Tcv 7rpOOTL6E?VecV
yltLTC oixs6lX?61o
06v6lqvxa
[T) Tp]6<;
cx61l
c;to ; brocpxo6oocL;).
Insofar as the inscription is intended to commemorate privileges that
the demos grants a benefactor, it may be intended to be used as evidence
for the existence of these privileges, so that if the privileges are contested,
or if there is some other reason to verify the past benefaction, it will be
possible to refer to the inscription.Just such a use of one of these "reminders"is attested in a fascinating inscription of the late 2nd century B.C. (IG
II2 978+, fr. a, lines 11-15): a certain Athenian "exposedto the Boule the
benefactions provided the demos by Epameinon [the Keian], and he read
out the existing monument for him to the Boule" (4EcpcAvisL T?I
M3oouXsL
I

[a5c;yeyov]ea6oc sepyscxY ias Ei; TOv 8YJIoV O'T I ['ErcVEievovo;

I [76TdVYOCa
7cepi TI]S;ocopsac
T]oV K?LOOxac To ysyovO; ocarcO6L
aviyv)oxev T?LPoulI[XL]).
The monument can also be intended for the benefit of the general
citizenry and future, potential benefactors. Like other inscriptions, it can
be intended to provoke competition among those who are well disposed
towardAthens. So SEGXXV 155, lines 38-40, an honorific inscription of
236/5, is erected "so that it may be a reminder for those desiring to be
benefactors of the community of Rhamnous and of those inhabiting the
TOxoLVOV
garrison"('iva E`i 6oivtouiaToK;pooXoJEvoL; I ?6?PY?T?LV
T6 (ppo6 11LOv).
'Poavou&oiv xal -Tv OiXO6vTOV
OIQS2

AN OIAOTIMQNTAI

I find forty instances of this formula.The bulk of these (twenty-nine occurrences) date to the 4th century.Most are concentrated in the mid-4th
century,that is, in the 330s; the rest at the end of the century,after 307 and
the restoration of the democracy by Demetrios Poliorketes. I find only
nine occurrences from the 3rd, many of these from the beginning of the
century.The latest instances date to the 2nd century.Here I find two occurrences(IG II2 999, lines 1-4; 1019, lines 34-36). The formula is chiefly
used in state documents, though there are cases in which it occurs in the
inscriptions of the "parapolitical"groups.
The most typical expression of the formula involves coupling it with
some form of the verb to know, ot8oc. Most commonly (i.e., in no fewer
than twenty-five cases) the verb is cast in the form of a participle. A deme
inscription of the mid-4th century provides an intact and typical expression of the formula:"sothat the others may contend in the knowledge that
they will receive thanks in returnfrom the demesmen"('iva xcxl oLI aXXol
7CoTX0jovTai TCwpla TCv
l86ts; I ot XOaCpLTOCCa
ppl7Xot,livtal
a
lines
IG
15-18). Rarely subjunctiveform, eL8o6cmv,
8Yl%OTdov: II2 1197,
is used, and (plyXot.iovtaCiis coordinated with it or subordinated to it.
For instance, an inscription might be said to be erected "so that the others,
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who, being kindly disposed, contend on behalf of the Athenian people,
may know that the demos will honor them each according to their deserts"
9L]XozTicovTaClEpi
([o6T0;] 'av [x]al ol akXXol6(ool[ av E?vol OVT?s;
T;ovI [8yptov TOV'A0vaco]v
o
el8o3lv OTlTLr.Yj(7l[l.
aTo6-o; 6 86N10o;
xa]ca cY'JV
aiav sxaCroou: IG II2 423, lines 2-5). There are only three
instances of this combination and none of them is preserved undamaged
(AgoraXVI 112, lines 12-20; 144, lines 16-19; IG II2 423, lines 2-5).
The rationale for the erection of the inscription, as expressed by the
formula, is the usual honorific reason:honor is returned to a benefactor so
that others may be inspired to do likewise. As I have noted several times,
this is not in and of itself a democratic motivation for the erection of an
inscription. Even this process, however, can be charged with democratic
sentiment. Sometimes this ethic of benefaction and compensation is assimilated to democratic ideology.138Individuals are honored for their signal participation in democratic processes, and it is hoped that others will
be inspired to participate in a similar way.Thus, for example, in one case,
an inscription dating to the time of the restoration of the democracy by
Demetrios Poliorketes, a magistrate of the state is honored: "so that all
others may contend by administrating in accordance with the laws and
desire to do everything on behalf of the democracy,knowing that they will
receive in returnfrom the demos thanks appropriateto their benefactions"
a7aocvTS;]I pLXoTtv-cTxr ap sewvxxrcA-cobr[
(o0ccc;acvxao[l oLcX?iXoi
icavra 4[p&cTT?rv
?90X(x)CHL
xaOl
Wnep
T?JC;]I 8JoxpC-CTta6c;
VO60ou;
I
no;Xk7Y4ovTocL
rocpo [ov
CL36-cs;ocr] xCprTaroc;
8oy1o0 'iaxc; Tcv
atccv: IG
509, lines 7-11). Another inscription, dating to
Ipl
?6]?pYys
about the same time, also alludes to participation in democratic processes
as an activity that should be inspired by the erection of the honorific inscription: "so that all who are allotted to the Boule may know that the
demos honors those who participate in the Boule and in the assembly
justly and in accordancewith the laws, and so that as many as possible will
contend in proposing and enacting the best laws for the Boule and the
people, knowing that they will receive in return thanks" ([67r]col;)av
o LT-CLaLO8i ] 0o;
?E8OL[v 7VcsvT?;o'l av XIlay)J6avCooL
PoUX[6Esrv
xL
xoara II1TO6]5; v6OoV; roX[L.T?0op.?Voo; Iv] T-lr
-cTO; 8[xaL(o;
xocl
v
T-C6L
[
8&6J|&xxocll] 6x; 7TeiGTOL9pX[oTrL.6VTOCt X?yLdtv
PoDAX]
xc&)L 8&y)[L
xcclypayp[E]Lv
-Ta [kpar.aTl-r pooRl] xxl
?jL86T?c; O6-L

xallp]ltoc;
OEOS

o?ovLov[roa]:AgoraXVI 112, lines 12-20 (307/6-302/1).

AN AEIKNTYQNTAI

The infinitive middle of 8&xvout occurs several times with (pLXo-oL)vTa-c.

138.On the erectionof honorific
andothermonumentsas
inscriptions
oligarchicdevices,i.e.,theiruseas a
of keepingthe desiresof thelower
bwayatbay,seeArist.Pol. 1321a31classes
42;andde Ste.Croix1981,pp.305-

It is therefore appropriateto consider here briefly a fairly rare variant of
the formulae of disclosure. In one indisputable instance, the verb
?v8?ixvo0tt is used as the main verb of the formula in an inscription from
the end of the 4th century: "so that all those who pass their time in the
king's company may demonstrate their goodwill toward the people, knowthat they will be honored by the people appropriatelyfor their good
will" (OCW; ocv oi 8&I[c]-cpq(3ovT?c;
7Cp TO
a7tocCv[T]lIE;
co aOCCXel

306.

?V8?aLXv6cOVTaL

TciV

VOlaV T-cO[r] I8IICf

t ?t86T?-;

oT-c TL-c C0JFOVTacL.
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617o To6 (siou &o oi; TiD ?voLaOC;:IG II2 496+507, lines 32-36 (cf.
AM 39 [1914] pp. 273-278, no. 10). What appears to be a copy of the
same text has been preserved (AgoraXVI 117, lines 12-17).
OHQE

AN ZHAQTAI

FIrNQNTAI

The use of this formula is confined to the 2nd and 1st centuries B.C.139I
find sixteen instances of the formula, eleven from the 2nd and five from
the 1st century B.C.The earliest example by far is AgoraXVI 261, lines 3841, which dates to 196/5. The latest instances date to the 30s B.C. (IG II2
1043, lines 58-60; 1343, lines 40-43 ).The "verbal"variant of the formula
variant (60oW;
(boco) Oav IYXcoi) is far less common than the "adjectival"
ocv yiyvovToCaL'YjoaO): I find two occurrences only of this latter (Joseph.AJ14.154, line 5, andAgoraXVI 292, lines 14-16), and both of these
seem dubious to me (see Appendix I). This formula often occurs in combination with other formulae, particularly those using some form of
cpoavo[tauor qpavspo6: nine out of the fifteen instances exhibit the juxtaposition of this pair of formulae.As is common in the formulae of disclosure,this sentiment appearsto be motivated by a desire to provoke competition among potential benefactors. A typical, if late, example is provided
by IG II2 1343, lines 40-43 (dating to 37/6 B.C.). This inscription was
erected "so that, with these things accomplished, many would become eager to increase the [revenue?], seeing that the founder had received the
appropriate good will and memorial" ('LvocTo6Tov I ouvvTXoouvov
7roXol YXcoTocIyivXvTaoTzJV I [T6 v] o6vosov
TOvXnTGOVtOCVTOc
Tg 1p?7T06o6;S
TUylIOCVOVTOCX

'STCOXCLV,PXA?TVT?;

T? xao ,VtYI5).
VOLOCx;S

AN UNUSUAL CASE
In addition to the more common formulae discussed so far, certain unusual variants occur. I have not collected all of these.140One particular
instance, however, calls for special attention. IG 1121062, dating to the 1st
century B.C., includes a statement of disclosure not formulaic enough to be
included in any of the schemes and groups of formulae that I have devised.141Nevertheless, its appeal to the ideals of democracy,in conjunction
with a justification of the publication of the inscription itself, makes it
important enough to single out for special citation. The language of the
inscription appears to be in part literary (i.e., not formulaic); it has an
archaizingflavor.Restorations should consequently be regardedwith even
more caution than usual. The text has been set up "so that the decree not
become evanescent through the expanse of time" ([ivoc 8c T6]118? TO
lines 4-5). The
p'J ?Ei[TYXtoV8l6 XP6voDu7cXyj6oc yevTnVTaL:
YicJpL[Ea
word ?iTrjXov, if correctly restored (as I think it is), is particularlyrare,
occurring most notably in the proem to Herodotus. The text then proceeds to provide for the publication of the inscription:"let the secretaryof
the prytany have the decree inscribed on a marble stele and have it set up
on the Acropolis and in the law courts, and let the treasurerof the stratiotic
fund apportion to him the expense that is incurred"(avayCpacoaL [s]
T068

XL0VYL-TOVypalTlp
T-O )'(p[[LtGaC ?v OT3YXJYL

pDoVCavSlav

xal

CT9a[al

i?V(axp607oXZ

MlV
ci

oax]I ToV xxat

trot 8&XaO]rYlpioL(:

139.Forgeneralremarks
on the
formula,see Robert1960,p. 98, note 1.
140.To pursuethese,consult
Larfeld 1902, II, pp. 688-690, 720,

763-767.

141. For the historicalcontext, see
the bibliographycited above,note 102.
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ysv6]|?vov

&'cvAcoc: lines 6-9). The text then returns to the justification for its
publication:"sothat when these things are accomplished nothing contrary
to the laws or inconvenient may occur, but the democratic and customary
[system of government?] may survive for the Athenians" ('voc to6rco[v
vjTV Treccxpavo]llov ti'HTsaoC6vpopov y?iv[YTOat
ouovT?XoEu0?)vv
aXk8?
a
.tpYv,
'AOr]l\vaioio zo 8Y6qoxpacTix6v xac
o?VY]i
(7[o]v?[[06ai?V[vov ai6atYoa?]: lines 9-11).

CONCLUSION
It appears clear that the erection of public inscriptions was motivated at
least in part by democratic ideology in Athens in the Classical period and
later.This motivation is not as apparent in the sheer quantity of inscriptions that were set up, suggestive though the numbers may be. There is
nothing intrinsically "democratic"about writing. Anything can be loaded
with significance, and made to serve as a symbol of democracy,or of some
other political order.Writing can be used for a variety of political ends. If
public inscriptions in ancient Athens have a democratic character and
meaning, that meaning is not inherent, but historically produced: their
significance is contingent and contextual.
More persuasive and informative are the explicit statements of the
formulae of disclosure. Here certain characteristicsof public inscriptions
are singled out and assigned democratic values. I have isolated several of
these themes above. Inscriptions might indeed be erected to inform citizens, so that they could participate effectively in politics. They might also
be intended as confirmations of the laws, so that citizens might be encouraged to observe and honor the laws in their day-to-day behavior.Inscriptions might also be intended as incentives, honors that would produce
competition among those who wished to be of service to the democracy.
Some scholars now argue that the democratic pretensions of Athenian public writing were false, and that the use and display of writing
surreptitiouslyserved as an exclusionarydevice to reinforce a lurking hierarchy of class and education. This is not the place to discuss the relationship between Athenian democratic practice and ideology. On general
grounds, however,writing publicly displayed by the state must be regarded
as a manifestation of that state'sideology. The Athenians, who claimed to
be democratic, erected many inscriptions. Ipsofactothe inscriptions should
be regarded as democratic. In this article I hope that I have elaborated
some of the specific connotations of these public texts.142

142. See Steiner 1994; and Harris
1989. Cf. Hedrick 1994.

APPENDIX I
EMENDATIONS TO SOME
FORMULAE OF DISCLOSURE

In reviewing the evidence for the various formulae of disclosure, I have
encounteredparticularrestorationsthat seem problematicor wrong. I would
like to signal some of the more significant of these here, suggesting new
supplements whenever possible.
1. Wilhelm has suggested a problematicrestorationin two documents,
both dating to the 2nd century B.C., both honoring certain Hellenistic
tG is recognizaCO&so6
kings. The relatively unusual phrase Ev X)OcpLTO
able in all cases. With this phraseWilhelm restored XeYl
sEnC6ievoc. The
first is IG II2 983, fr. a, lines 6-9, a 2nd-century B.C.inscription in honor of
Ptolemy.143 As the text is now restored, we read [0TToC;)j aocTiol
oL
ToL 6(pX[VOr?[VOLS
Jj 7C&XOL
AlyOTCToo
7TOl8]l8o[?VY TL-p
6
o
L ,TU XsrrOc6Vevo;?v
xaTalpao]vj;s 67ocpxdYxao
8to;
cpaiv[YjTocU

xc$]lptzoo; 7ro8sdsLt.Wilhelm made the same restoration at IG II2 966,
ivoc obv xaocx6 S[y[jioo 6 'AOivaiocv cpaiTLVYlOxacariac
1a
AXsLTCOLVO
X6p]TaOC nov4c[kOv Ty5 Eis [OCOkTO'V
(PXOTlPiLaC xaOl tnY
lines 12-14:

I?Vxc]pTo<;

IXrcosoCsL.144

Wilhelm produced a number of parallelsfor this restoration, all from
inscriptions outside of Attica.145He does not include, however, the best
parallel.The only fully preserved attestation of the formula comes from an
Attic inscription in honor of Antiochos, found at Pergamum: OGIS 248,
lines 22-27. There it is claimed that the inscription is erected "so that the
demos may appearto be second to none in the returnof a favor"(67ccO;OCV
oV[v]

I 6 8Pyioc;

y XpvTcog

6Cno86o8EI

poaUvTay 7tpCxcsocovv], lines

20-21). Like the other two inscriptions, this text belongs to the 2nd century B.C. and was erected to honor a Hellenistic king. Consequently it
seems to me that the restoration pur1s6cov should be preferred to [I
X?7Lt6[0p?Voin the fragmentaryoccurrences of the formula.The fact that
this participle is four letters shorter than the current restoration is not
excessivelytroubling:both inscriptions are nonstoichedon, and in both the
lines are around forty letters in length. The loss of four letters does not
make unrealistic demands on the physical organization of the text.
One other text, IG II2 1330, lines 18-20, is relevant to the problem of
this formula. Like the others, it dates to the 2nd century B.C. The syntax
and context, however, are not precisely the same. Dittenberger restores

143. Wilhelm 1890, p. 296 and

note1.

144. Wilhelm 1909, p. 194.
145. Wilhelm 1909, p. 194.
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Xoa;t xaiL
[-- - -p' ?einkea0cL ?v] I xapeT[o]; [a7Cto860sr] a'XhXa ysEy6r
Y
M
II
TrCOC
TO
lv,
;]
T0p6;
[xa6cL;]
[Xocxaalc;Tl-ct
EsEpy0tao;
xoaoE
it
be
Here
would
difficult
to
av6poToL;
atracav
yIyvYToal].l46
[cpavCpa

because the word ac(XXXc,
which is present on the stone,
restore 7CpxTS?xVLV,
evidently implies some contrastbetween adornment and the verb that must
be restored with "returnof a favor":that is, the phrase ending with [Vv
x'a]ltoo5; a7Codocet should evidentlyhave some negativeforce.The phrase
jtj Xs'etseaoatsuits the context well. There is a fairly good parallelfor this
constructionoutside of Attica, a 2nd-century B.C. inscriptionfrom Herakleia
in Caria (Syll.3618, line 15): aorol 8? 7iLpaaoOP.Ca yv8SeV0 ?X?t7i?O0aO

146. This restorationcomes from
Dittenberger,OGIS352, who refersto
Syll.2287, line 15 (=Syll3618).
147. Wilhelm 1892, cols. 147-152,
no. 35. Wilhelm does not offer a
justificationfor this particularrestoration here, nor does he do so when he
returnsto this inscriptionin Wilhelm
1909, pp. 53, 308.
148. Osborne 1981, vol. I, pp. 227229, no. 112.

Cy X)(pLTO;dco7sOaeL.
2. There is a problem with another ofWilhelm's restorations,this one
to IG II2 1286.147At lines 9-11 his text reads: "so that the soldiers may
appear to know how to return worthy thanks for benefactions" ([0o7;
S86TS;
Ztoto6ovatoc] ZOcCS
o5v (p]oavpol yivo[vIlToaL oi cYTpOaTIzXTaXL
The problem here is the use of
xcap(l[Tc5x;
oxiaq -TCvE0?vpyY?Tytd1aT(CWv]).
the participle eso3rs;. This participle is unattested in combination with
the formula gpavsp6; yiyvTOual.Furthermore, the sense of this verb is
wrong in the present context. The soldiers must "know how"to return a
favor, not merely "know"to return a favor, and for that meaning some
form of the verb eua,octiau is required (cf., e.g., IG 112 805). A better
restoration here would be the simple participle, "returning,"that is, [ol
Tc< xkaptl[ra; ai6ac;] (cf. IG II2 845, lines
aro&8OvTs;]
crcpaTtCoTaxL
9-11; SEG XV 111, lines 6-9; XXVIII 107, lines 15-19). The inscription
is not stoichedon. Nevertheless, this restoration is six letters shorter than
Wilhelm's, and would produce an uncomfortably short line.
3. Another problematic restoration has been proposed for IG 112980,
lines 22-24, an honorific decree from the middle of the 2nd century B.C.:
I ?L
[va cto6]lTcov ouvcXooPtievcov[(p[ovcovtaL ol pXOrT2.LP[o6V?vol]
TOV8ijtov Tvv[XavovT?; - - -] Irrs;&tyvca (y . The emendation dates
to the presentation of the text in the first edition of IG: II 5, 451. The
editor, Koehler, influenced by the apparent occurrence of royxavco and
the phrase e't Tov aiftov in line 24, has restored the honorandsas the
subject of gpoavcvToCL,rather than the regularconstruction, which would
have the sponsoring agency as the subject.As a rule, the honorands are not
the subject of a verb such as (poXtv&vTcLin the formulae of disclosure.The
inscription is erected to make manifest the gratitude for a favor done, not
to make manifest the favor done. It is true that in the context of the adjectival form of the formula, the (ptXotLiLocof the honorands is on a few
occasions the subject of the formula of disclosure (cf. AgoraXVI 213, lines
24-25; FdD III.2, 48, lines 55-57; 50, lines 13-14). In these instances it
must be asked whether the (pXotLt(aocat issue is the honor that has been
done the demos, or the honor that the demos gives in return, by erecting
the inscription. Perhaps the least ambiguous example is IG 112 1629, face
r
A front, col. a, lines 201-204: 6Ocwl[[;ocv ?t] pocavspo (pLXoctl[[jtca
I
Lcp]CpXOL;.
l]; TOV8itov tol;
[TptJ
The text has been recently reedited and the readings verified by Osborne.148 Osborne wrongly attributes the restoration to the Kirchner but
comments rightly that the space available will not accommodate it. He
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adds that there are numerous other possibilities. I can find none. No attested formula will fit the readings presented here. Although Koehler's
restoration cannot be accepted, his understanding of the sense of the passage must be approximately right: "so that those who honor the demos
may appearto hit upon [honor?T5Ty LYJCvelsim., and] recognition."For
and the generalsense of the constructionfollowing Toy6avov
TYc;
zsg,
TLy[
see SEG XXII 110, line 28.
4. The formula of disclosure restored in Hesperia40, pp. 96-100, no.
1, lines 7-9, is odd: [iva Tco6COvCOuvt]eXouoivcovgpavl[paC paivrTalo
rpo5 T-obe xcYa]kCO xati Eiv6ox 8Oaxl[XE1?vooVuD T C5 6AXo;]
opacT'vacois tautologous and unparalleled.
EOvooca.49The phrase
govpac
Easier (and utterly regular)would be (pavepax yiyvryTal, which produces

a line of the same length.
5. The formula of disclosure in SEG XXVIII 52, col. I, lines 29-31, is
ov
O cpVaLXkoi
incorrectly restored.150As edited, the text reads:[OU6rC
t)(7]

XysLV

xaOo0oi cXXoi

II [xac 7rprzaTT vTo

TCO NilCt
apLTO Oct

i xapoC[T5;] po[v]X[9];
pra< 6ioc1 I &7ro?XrYovtMc
t0 X)ap,
06ZrT]eS
of
The
restoration
(i.e., as a masculine
vsCxv].
?cp9alXoL
xc<it> TCpo[Te
in
Attic
if
be
would
epigraphy.The word
unparalleled
plural), accepted,
commonly occurs in the formulae of disclosure as a neuter singular,
avpLXXoV.

The inscription is stoichedon, except for these lines;151consequently
there is no exact criterion for the length of the phrase to be restored. An
unexceptionable restoration (which is also about the right length) might
be [o7rco; av ptXotV.[vTcaL]

xoc't ol aXXot X6yev II1 [xa

TpocaTTSLV

x.T.X.]. For this formula compare, for example,AgoraXVI 112, lines 1220 (307/6-302/1); and IG II2 509, lines 7-11; 553, lines 18-20.
6. An odd expression seems to occur at IGII2 927, lines 4-6: ['uvaoc
Tot5
L ?)x[apL11CnOaxaoloD0vyjPa tYI; Scopyeac%c;]
o]5Vv rtacP[x TIsL
tl;TOC [x]oLva (pLXo8o8l[ooCL].152 The use of eoxaptxrtoc here is un-

usual;the word appearscommonly enough in Athenian epigraphy,but not
used in this way, as a synonym for an inscription. It is clear from the verb
that 676[voWjcx is to be restored here. The word o6apiotaCxis
rna6oxst
often employed in this formula,but alwaysin the genitive, i.e., 6rcdovucxa
Tr( ?6)OCapoaTa; (cf, e.g., IG 2 997, lines 4-5; 1024, lines 36-37; 1037,
lines 5-6; 1223, lines 15-16; 1224, frs. a-c, lines 21-23; 1331+, fr. b, lines
6-8). In this instance it may be desirable to emend the text, correcting the
TLt to Tr. We might consequently restore something like [voc o]"v
or
06v7rdovNoXa],
spy?ciax;
c67cp[1]?iT<Y>v s^x[opllacrcicxlT5xc ??o
[LvaCo]6v

0cap[)]S?

T<K>; ?6X[apll117TI a;

Ti5

Ex TOO 8-MOo0

The inscription is not stoichedon, and either restoration is
6v7r6opvYtc].
conceivable in terms of length.
7. A formula that is wrongly restored occurs at IG 112 978+, fr. b, lines
12-14.153As currentlysupplemented, the text reads "so that a monument
might endure of the recent grant of citizenship to him" [Yv]a 8xaxt
06I6[[jivr x
avaypa6ao

7c Ocpx

T]6o

to

'rtYJ; y?yo]vCc,;
TCaoLt 7[OlXLToypa(paC5,
I X.T.X.. The word coXTvcoypccpaocis
44plax

attested in Attic epigraphy,but not in the context of this formula. It is
most commonly found in the phrase 8oxicxtaoaTcx T roXvtToypocptag

149. Geagan 1971, pp. 96-98, no. 1.
Cf. his comment at p. 98: "The
restorationof lines 7-9 has no precise
parallels,but the sense is reflected
commonly in Attic decreesand the
suggestedrestorationsfit the space
available."Geagan restoresone definite
articletoo many as well; the text
presentedhere eliminatesone of these.
150. Trail (1978, pp. 274-277, no.
5) proposedthis restorationwithout
comment.The text is not included in
AgoraXVI.
151. Traill 1978, p. 274 and pl. 73.
152. The restorationis Kirchner's.
No justificationfor it is offered.
153. This restorationcomes from
Koehler'sedition of the same text at IG
II 398; he offers no parallelor argument to supportit.
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(cf. IG II2 924, line 1; 954, fr. b, line 17; 981, line 13; etc.). A better restoration here would be ['v]ao8c xaoct'n6o[ivrl[ut
tiC ysyo]voiaoc
6OTcpyxy
[
-rTOb
TO iyJpLatacI
Sosa
8ioo
OCaiWCtl
5,
T]68s?
7i[alp
avayp0aaC4L
x.T.X. (precisely paralleled at IG II2 982, lines 15-16; cf. also AgoraXVI
276, lines 21-22; IGII2 570, lines 10-11; 706, lines 5-6). It should also be
noted that there is an allusion to the formula in another fragment of the
same inscription (IG II2 978+, fr. a, lines 13-14): t- ysyovo6 oaiT)L I
The inscription is not stoichedon. This
[67n6ovrla Tcsp7el-T]] 68copas&.
restorationwould be five letters longer than what is currentlyrestored,resulting in a line of a length consistent with others within this inscription.
8. Another problematic restoration is found at Agora XVI 261, lines
38-39: [orcosocvo5v o68io
c
lToct t.jv tobS
(paioctvi]a
oyacOobs ov8opc

I [6rCco, ov Sl8Co iv cxal oi aXXoi i]]XcTocal' YC TOCia6oTY
oap?C?as.154At a minimum, the restorationof EiaOLv is wrong: i^Xrcouai
xal

154. The restorationis that of
Meritt 1936, pp. 419-428, no. 15. For
the phrase4Y]Xc)Tot
TYci
TolaoT'ic
aopsosYo;he refersthe readerto Syll.3
675, lines 27-28 (IG VII, 411; SEG
XXV 493), an inscriptionfrom Oropos.
There is no question aboutthe
restorationof this phrase;the problem
is with the earlierpart of the sentence,
which is not paralleledby the inscription Meritt cites.
155. The text was first edited by
Stamires(1957, no. 7 with pl. 8), and
he is responsiblefor the restorationof
this formula.He comments:"o6ico
followed by [9(plXO]8o?lV
eit6&s?
presentsa difficulty,and for reasonsof
in line 15
spaceI have restoredr;kUCaoL
instead of the usual Xwo-cat0c7t.Even
so, the particle(avmust be omitted."
There were severalother problemswith
Stamires'spresentation,and L. Robert
extensivelyrevisedthe text in Robert
1960.
156. Woodhead (AgoraXVI 292,
also refersto IG 1121304, line
411)
p.
40, where the verb occursin participial
form.

is uniformly found with the verb yivc'vTca. Also, there should be no article before aCoui: the sense required is more general. Furthermore, the
repetition of o6wcosseems rather clumsy: it is seldom repeated when two
formulae are juxtaposed as here (cf., e.g., I. Delos 4, 1507, lines 28-31;
1508, lines 7-11; IGII2 975, lines 17-20; 1006, 88-90; 1039, lines 66-68;
1040+, lines 43-46; 1043, lines 58-60; which illustrate the juxtaposition
of these two formulae). I would suggest a restoration along the lines of the
following: [oodx2oav oov 6 8i9toco (paxv]]Ta T.IC,)v TOU' ayaoo;
OCvapc; xcl I [a6iC6ou,y tvcovTcctc xoalt XX?oL
4Y]XrcoTalT rcoTo 'a6TrC;
The
is
not
and
the length of this restostoichedon,
olp?a?cF)(.
inscription
ration is unexceptionable: it is one letter longer than the previous one.
For the phrasetob; aya6oob; av8pac; xat I [ai&oo;], see IG 112 682,
line 66.
9. In two cases the verb YX6OCO
(as opposed to the regular noun
yiXo-cy;)is used in a formula of disclosure. The first is a citation of an
inscriptionin an ancientliterarytext (Joseph.AJ 14.154, line 5): 'tvxcto6CCv
TOO ay6oOob
yLvo^?vcov 9(poV)ToC 6o lo; 'COv 7Oo?X6E ?yvoc-o5
xaot rTYC;
a
'6lcov
xact
c1XUT)q
XjoLf3y;
rpooTjxo6ml
TYJv 7rp'L YLaC
3y T?T
OcOvo V TOV
In the second case the verb is restored
v3?VCoV.
(AgoraXVI 292, lines 14-16).155 In this latter instance, the text reads O6rxCO
II [xcl XXoL4YXOt (ptXo]8ogsZv, ?s8oT?
Tr
xol[oito cvra Tac;
The
infinitive
is
attested
elsewhere in
9pXo8oocLv
xcTacLaoc;xapL]Tac;.
Attic epigraphy in only two other places, both times in the context of the
formula06coC('av?v9aLXXov ?E maac qpXoao%sEv (IGI2 931, line 10;
1227, lines 20-22).156It might be objected that such a restoration should
be ruled out here, because of the presence of the nominative participle
?i8o6T?;(tomake this restoration,we should expect es36oY,agreeing with
7aai). Nevertheless, the rules of grammatical concord are sometimes violated: see especially IG 1121329, lines 19-22, vocoov II?p9aiLXXov r ro0;
a

Eio6Tc; ol6It Taprc;oc5iac
cpXOTLo-oo[iEovoL;,

xotoOvraw

Xv av

sUspys-Tyacolatv(cf. IGI2 663, lines 30-33; 808, lines 21-24; 1329, lines
19-22). If we omit the particle av, then, we can suggest a restoration that
is consistent with the line length of this text (it is one letter longer than the
6'
current restoration): 6rcCOg11[E?p6qILXXov 7tao 9pXo]8os?LV,

TrtxoI[tovTr
otroc;

xp]CLraoc.
xoctaocaC;

6L86Te;
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It is possible to restore a formula that is grammatically correct. The
II[ocv oi ockXot (ptoiXovToCva
most likely would be something like orCwo;
Tc xacCzaiar XcpL]Taoc;
0ot
xol[PtLoWvTouVaI
(pqXO]6O?zLv, i6oT?SC
(ptXot,civtoat is frequently followed by the infinitive and the participle
ts6Tse; (cf., e.g.,AgoraXVI 112, lines 12-20; 1IG2 509, lines 7-11; 652,
lines 26-29, etc.). This restoration must be ruled out, though, because it
requiresmuch more space than is availableon the stone.

APPENDIX II
CATALOGUE OF FORMULAE OF
DISCLOSURE

The followingcatalogueincludesfragmentaryattestationsof formulaeof
disclosure.A questionmark(?) denotesa speculativerestorationor date.
Dates, if not qualified,are B.C.
cOXO7zV

TCOt 3OUXOLS?VOL

Andoc. 1.83, 84.
Dem. 24.17-18.
IG I3 60, fr.c, line 31 (ca.430); 133, line 11 (post434/3); 140, lines 78 (450-400); 1453, fr. Smyrna, line 16 (425-420).
IG II2 487, lines 6-10 (304/3).

IGXII, 7,515, line 89 + IG XII suppl.p. 146 [Aigiale,Amorgos](fin.
saec.II).
Syll3 1004, lines 40-43 [Oropos] (saec.IV).

Cf. . Ephesos
4, faceA, lines22-23 [Ephesos](ca.297/6); SEGXXIX
1130 bis, line 8 [Klazomenai] (200-150); Syll.3 1023, lines 65-72
[Halasarna,Kos] (ca.200).
Brnw; av

sE8jot

AgoraXVI 112, lines 12-20 (307/6-302/1); 131, lines 5-6 (?) (saec.
IV); 144, lines 16-19 (ex.saec.IV); 158, line 11 (init.saec.III); 164, lines
14-17 (inter annos 300/299 et 295/4); 261 lines 38-41 (196/5).
IGII2 183, lines 5-9 (ante 353/2); 196, lines 11-14 (ante 353/2); 216,

fr. b, line 8 (346/5); 222, lines 11-16 (ca. 344/3); 233, fr. b, lines 18-19
(340/39);269, lines 9-12 (ante336/5);276, lines 15-18 (ante336/5); 391,
lines 10-12 (321/0-319/8); 423, lines 2-5 (post336/5); 448, lines 16-19
(321/2); 448, lines 81-84 (321/2); 543, line 11 (ante303/2); 545, line 21
(post318/7);555, lines 9-12 (307/6-304/3); 566, lines 9-10 (fin.saec.IV);
579, lines 16-18 (fin. saec.IV); 586, lines 5-7 (fin. saec.IV); 606, line 12

(fin. saec.IV); 653, lines 42-43 (289/8); 672, lines 29-31 (279/8); 793,
lines 13-14 (post255);908, lines 7-8 (181-170); 909, lines 8-10 (ca.170);
1038, lines8-9 (init.saec.I); 1165, lines 17-22 (300-250); 1193, lines2527 (fin.saec.IV); 1198,lines22-28 (326/5); 1214,lines 33-36 (300-250);
1219,lines 9-12 (med.saec.III);1232,lines25-26 (fin.saec.IV); 1237 face
B, lines 116-125 (396/5); 1262, line 12 (301/0); 1265, lines 10-12 (ca.
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300); 1270, lines 19-22 (298/7); 1275, lines 9-10 (init. saec. III); 1278,
lines 5-8 (ca. 277/6); 1284, lines 7-11 (med.saec.III); 1299, lines 25-27
(post 236/5); 1299, lines 43-44 (post 236-5); 1309, fr. b, lines 12-15 (ca.
fin. saec.III); 1316, lines 18-20 (fin. saec.III).
SEG XXVIII 60, lines 83-86 (cf. AgoraXVI 255D) (270/69).
6rCOXsav

it ELiSevaC

IG I3 84, line 26 (418/7).
IG II2 463, lines 30-31 (cf. AgoraXVI 109) (307/6).
OTCwo ocv pawvyl-at

AgoraXV246, fr. c, lines 27-28 (131/0); 254, frs. a-b, d-f, lines 51-52
(104/3); 255, lines 8-9 (104/3); 260, lines 7-9 (init. saec.I); 261, lines 4951 (95/4); 262, lines 2-3 (95/4); 263, lines 2-4 (saec.I); 263, lines 9-11
(saec.I); 264, lines 7-8 (ca. 80/79); 264, lines 16-17 (ca. 80/79); 268, lines
19-20 (57/6); 270, lines 8-9 (53/2); 293, lines 19-20 (20); 303, lines 1-3
(fin. saec.I); 304, lines 18-19 (paulloante A.D. 19).
Agora XVI 173, lines 2-3 (286/5 velpaullo post); 187, lines 19-20
(271/0); 224, lines 25-27 (226/5); 239, 7-9 (ex. saec.III); 250, lines 1-2
(saec.III/II); 261, lines 38-41 (196/5); 310, lines 37-38 (ca. 135); 323,
lines 4-5 (?) (ca. 120-110); 335, lines 64-65 (31-21/20).
Helly, GonnoiII, 109, lines 43-47 [quote from Athenian decree] (ca.
225-200).
I. Delos 4, 1500, lines 20-22 (ca. 150); 1507, lines 11-13 (ca. 140);
1507, lines 28-31 (ca. 140); 1508, lines 7-11 (ca. 140).
IG II2 438, line 6 (post336/5); 477, line 19 (305/4); 487, lines 10-12
(304/3); 501, lines 3-4 (302/1); 653, lines 29-32 (289/8); 672, lines 10-11
(279/8); 677, lines 7-8 (post277); 682, lines 64-66 (276/5); 693, lines 2-4
(init.saec.III); 698, lines 15-19 (ca. 289/8); 716, lines 6-8 (saec.III); 721,
lines 2-5 (init. saec.III); 774, frs. b-c, line 24 (ca. 250/49); 776, lines 20-22
(ca. 240); 785, lines 20-22 (ca. 239/8); 788, lines 15-18 (ca. 235/4); 820,
lines 2-4 (med.saec.III); 823, lines 10-12 (med.saec.III); 835, lines 15-18
(paullopost 229); 836, lines 10-12 (paullopost 229); 844, lines 20-22 (ca.
217/6); 853, lines 18-20 (med.saec.II); 891, lines 8-10 (ca. 188/7); 922,
lines 1-3 (ca. init. saec. II); 945, lines 16-17 (168/7); 956, lines 22-24
(161/0); 958, lines 18-21 (ca. 155/4); 966, lines 12-14 (159-133); 975,
lines 17-20 (post med.saec.II); 978, fr. a, lines 19-21 (ca. 130); 980, lines
22-24 (med.saec.II); 981, lines 1-2 (med.saec.II); 983, fr. a, lines 6-9 (med.
saec.II); 988+, fr. a, lines 1-2 (postmed.saec.II); 989, lines 20-21 (med.saec.
II); 992, lines 6-8 (saec.II); 1006, lines 37-38 (122/1); 1008, lines 30-31
(118/7); 1008, lines 63-65 (118/7); 1009, lines 10-12 (116/5); 1009, lines
45-47 (116/5); 1011, lines 22-23 (106/5); 1011, lines 43-45 (106/5); 1028,
lines 42-44 (100/99); 1028, lines 93-96 (100/99); 1029, lines 26-27
(94/3); 1030, lines 37-38 (post 94/3); 1036, line 5 (ca. 78/7); 1039, lines
12-13 (79/8); 1039, lines 43-44 (79/8); 1039, lines 58-59 (79/8); 1039,
lines 66-68 (79/8); 1040+, lines 17-19 (46/5); 1040+, lines 32-34 (46/5);
1040+, lines 43-46 (46/5); 1041, lines 7-8 (47/6-43/2); 1041, lines 25-26
(47/6-43/2); 1041, lines 33-36 (47/6-43/2); 1042, frs. a-b, line 10
(ca. 41/0); 1042, fr. c, line 1 (ca. 41/0); 1042, fr. d, lines 16-20 (ca. 41/0);
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1043, lines 15-16 (38/7); 1043, lines 39-40 (38/7); 1043, line 51 (38/7);
1043, lines 58-60 (38/7); 1049, lines 19-20 (ca. 40/39); 1050, lines 7-8
(med.saec.I); 1050, lines 16-18 (med.saec.I); 1070, lines 18-19 (init. aet.
imp.); 1124, line 5 (aet. imp.); 1131, line 6 (med.saec.II); 1132, lines 78-79
(ca. 278/7); 1134, frs. a-b, lines 41-43 (ca. 117/6); 1134, frs. c-e, lines 7576 (ca. 117/6); 1171, lines 12-13 (saec.II); 1235, lines 9-11 (ca. 274/3);
1236, lines 11-13 (ante med.saec.II); 1283, lines 9-13 (ante med.saec.III);
1288, lines 19-21 (med. saec. III); 1299, lines 17-19 (post 236/5); 1304,
lines 38-40 (paullopost 211/10); 1308, lines 16-18 (ca.fin. saec.III); 1314,
lines 9-12 (ca. 213/2); 1315, lines 16-18 (ca. 211/10); 1324, lines 10-12
(init. saec.II?); 1326, lines 23-27 (ca. 176/5); 1328, lines 35-37 (183/2);
1334, lines 11-14 (fin. saec.II); 1337, lines 9-11 (95/4).
Joseph. AJ 14.154, line 5 (106/5).
OGIS 248, lines 22-27 (175/4).
Syll.3 675, lines 25-29 [Oropos] (ca. 154-149).
SEG XV 104, lines 29-30 (127/6); XXI 469, fr. c, lines 17-20 (129/8).
07trC; O(v pavSpOv

Y1L

AgoraXVI 181, lines 19-23 (282/1).
IG II2 392, lines 1-3 (321/0-319/8); 505, lines 41-43 (302/1); 657,
lines 50-52 (287/6); 805, 5-9 (med.saec.III); 1028, lines 93-96 (100/99);
1037, lines 12-13 (init. saec.I); 1088, frs. c-d, lines 45-46 (A.D. 131-138);
1271, lines 18-21 (298/7); 1273, lines 18-21 (281/0); 1300, lines 5-7 (ca.
230); 1318, lines 9-13 (fin. saec.III?).
0

5 o(Xcv
(pavepoL yiyvwcVTaL velsim.

AgoraXVI 213, lines 24-25 (245/4 vel 244/3).
FdD 111.2,48, lines 55-57 (97); 50, lines 13-14 (106 or 97); 140, col.
I, lines 17-18 (ca. 190-150B.C.?).
Hesperia40, pp. 96-100, no. 1, lines 7-9 (saec.II).
IG II2 652, line 14-15 (paullopost286/5); 741, lines 8-9 (init. saec.III);
845, lines 9-11 (fin. saec.III); 893, frs. b-c, lines 26-27 (ca. 188/7); 979+, fr.
b, lines 21-22 (med.saec.II); 1006, lines 88-90 (122/1); 1072, lines 11-12
(A.D. 116/7); 1078, lines 36-38 (ca. A.D. 220); 1222, lines 6-7 (fin. saec.IV);
1286, lines 9-11 (ca. 244/3); 1326, lines 23-27 (ca. 176/5); 1330, lines 1820 (163-130); 1629, face A, front, col. a, lines 201-204 (325/4).
I. Magnesia [Kern] 37 [Athenian decree], lines 20-22 (209/8-208/7).
OGIS 248, lines 22-27 (175/4).
RivFil 70 [1942] pp. 12-13, no. 6A, lines 6-8 [Athenian decree, Kos]
(306-301).
SEGXV 111, lines 6-9 (229/8); XXI 435, lines 9-10 (187/6); XXVIII
107, lines 15-19 (ca. 229).
Otcoq; tv xaTaupavpT; U7rtp)CXj?

IG II2 983, fr. a, lines 6-9 (?) (med.saec.II).
i av e9OCpLX?XoVI.
CXOS

Agora XVI 120, lines 4-7 (303/2-302/1); 157, lines 21-22 (?) (init.
saec. III); 185, lines 16-17 (275/4); 194, fr. b, lines 17-18 (255/4 vel
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253/2); 217, lines 13-15 (242/1 vel 241/40 vel 240/39); 240, lines 4-6
(ex. saec.III); 285, lines 5-8 (ca. 170 B.C.);300, lines 7-8 (saec.II, p. prior)
Hesperia2, pp. 503-505, no. 16, lines 13-15 (161/0).
IG II2 330, lines 36-37 (335/4); 558, lines 11-17 (ca. 303/2); 663,
lines 30-33 (283/2?); 667, lines 10-12 (282/1); 670, lines 13-14 (284/3?);
700, fr. b, lines 16-19 (ante med.saec.III); 712, lines 2-4 (295/4-276/5);
721, lines 2-5 (init. saec.III); 786, lines 15-17 (paullopost229/8); 798, fr. a,
lines 22-25 (med.saec.III); 801, lines 1-2 (med.saec.III); 808, lines 21-24
(239-229); 847, lines 33-36 (ca. 215/4); 859, lines 11-13 (fin. saec.III);
870, line 4 (saec.III?); 884, lines 27-31 (ca. 200); 931, line 10 (ca. init. saec.
II); 984, lines 5-8 (med. saec.II); 1011, lines 43-45 (106/5); 1027, lines
26-27 (fin. saec.II); 1045, lines 2-4 (ante med.saec.I); 1227, lines 20-22
(131/0); 1281, lines 11-14 (ca. 266); 1292, lines 17-19 (med. saec. III);
1293, lines 8-11 (med.saec.III); 1297, lines 6-9 (ca. 237/6); 1301, lines 810 (ca. 222/1); 1319, lines 7-11 (Jin. saec.III?); 1324, lines 19-25 (init.
saec.II?); 1327, lines 20-23 (ca. 178/7); 1329, lines 19-22 (175/4).
SEG XV 104, lines 90-92 (127/6); XV 112, lines 19-21 (225); XV
113, lines 16-19 (215);XVIII 33, lines 8-11 (med.saec.III); XXI 451, lines
20-23 (171/0); XXVI 98, lines 27-29 (late 3rd).
7d [vica
OToXS vO7Tapn O Vr6
XVI
123, lines 21-23 (302/1); 276, lines 21-22 (181/80 vel
Agora
190/89 vel 169/8); 316, line 5 (ca. 130)
ASAtene 3 [1941-1942] [Athenian decree], pp. 82-83, no. 5, lines 34 (250-200).
IG II2 570, lines 10-11 (fin. saec.IV); 637+, line 3 (saec.IV/III); 653,
lines 50-52 (289/8); 677, lines 18-19 (post277); 706, lines 5-6 (init. saec.
III); 891, lines 17-18 (ca. 188/7); 895, lines 6-7 (?) (ca. 188/7); 908, lines
17-18 (181-170); 909, lines 19-20 (ca. 170); 927, lines 4-6 (ca. init. saec.
II); 978+, fr. a, lines 13-14 (ca. 130); 978+, fr.b, lines 12-14 (ca. 130); 982,
lines 15-16 (postmed.saec.II); 984, lines 21-22 (med.saec.II); 987, line 1
(post med. saec. II); 997, lines 4-5 (med. saec. II); 1008, line 78 (118/7);
1011, line 55 (106/5); 1024, lines 36-37 (fin. saec.II); 1037, lines 5-6 (init.
saec. I); 1047, line 1 (49/8); 1223, lines 15-16 (post 167); 1224, frs. a-c,
lines 4-5 (ca. 166); 1224, frs. a-c, lines 21-23 (ca. 166); 1326, lines 47-48
(ca. 176/5); 1331+, fr.b, lines 6-8 (ca. 130); 1534, face B, frs. a-k, line 157
(ca. 232/1).

OGIS248, lines 53-54 (cf. lines 22-27); (175/4).
SEGIII 102, lines 12-14 (fin. saec.III); XV 104, lines 131-132 (127/
6); XXV 155, lines 38-40 (236/5); XXVIII 60, lines 104-105 (cf. Agora

XVI 255D) (270/69).
y?vrytOCl?
6oCcosov uvuYjH
IG II2 805, 5-9 (med.saec.III).
07coqS ocv 9pLXOtlCriVTWal

AgoraXV 49,52-55 (328/7); 58, 3-4 (305/4).
Agora XVI 86, lines 21-27 (327/6); 101, lines 40-42 (319/18); 112,
lines 12-20 (307/6-302/1); 144, lines 16-19 (ex. saec.IV)
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ASAtene3 [1941-1942] [decree of Athenian Kleruchs, Lemnos], pp.
79-81, no. 3, lines 9-15 (250-200).
IG II2 300, lines 2-5 (ante 336/5); 330, lines 20-23 (335/4); 338, lines
21-24 (333/2); 360, lines 63-65 (330/29); 423, lines 2-5 (post336/5); 425,
lines 9-14 (post 336/5); 488, lines 19-22 (304/3); 509, lines 7-11 (post
307/6); 553, lines 18-20 (ca. 307); 577, lines 1-3 (fin. saec.IV); 580, lines
3-8 (fin. saec.IV); 641, lines 23-25 (299/8); 652, lines 26-29 (ca. 290/89);
692, lines 5-7 (post303/2); 999, lines 1-4 (med.saec.II); 1019, lines 34-36
(fin. saec.II); 1182, lines 11-16 (med.saec.IV); 1197, lines 15-18 (ca. 330);
1208, lines 3-8 (postmed.saec.IV); 1243, lines 13-17 (med.saec.III); 1252,
lines 19-22 (postmed.saec.IV); 1259, lines 7-9 (313/2); 1261, lines 53-55
(301/0); 1263, lines 27-31 (300/299); 1277, lines 29-33 (ca. 278/7); 1299,
69-73 (post236/5); 1311, lines 1-2 (ca.fin. saec.III).
IG VII [Athenian decree, Oropos] 3499,22-25 (333/2).
SEG XXI 525, lines 37-40 (282/1); XXII 116, lines 26-27 (ca. 330);
XXVIII 52, col. I, lines 29-31 (?) (ca. 333); XXVIII 107, lines 15-19 (ca.
229); XXXV 104, lines 21-27 (327/6).

67COOcVYv)XLOTa
yLyv&ovTaW
AgoraXVI 261, lines 38-41 (196/5); 317, lines 5-6 (ca. 130).
I. Delos 4, 1507, lines 28-31 (ca. 140); 1508, lines 7-11 (ca. 140).
IG II2 975, lines 17-20 (postmed.saec.II); 1006, 88-90 (122/1); 1039,
lines 66-68 (79/8); 1040+, lines 43-46 (46/5); 1043, lines 58-60 (38/7);
1046, lines 30-32 (52/1); 1330, lines 54-57 (163-130); 1333, lines 12-13
(postmed.saec.II); 1343, lines 40-43 (ca. 37/6).
Syll.3675, lines 25-29 [Oropos] (ca. 154-149).
&v YX.cnat?(see Appendix I)
OTCrX
AgoraXVI 292, lines 14-16 (169/8?).
Joseph. AJ 14.154, line 5 (106/5).
o7Tcsi aV SELXVucOVrOCt

AgoraXVI 117, lines 12-17 (303/2).
IG II2 496+507, lines 32-36 (cf. AM 39 [1914] pp. 273-278, no. 10)
(303/2).
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